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Not Your Father’s DTC
Pharmaceutical spending on Direct-to-Consumer
(DTC) advertising is at an all-time high, with the
2006 budget surpassing the 2005 budget by over
9%. At this rate, the DTC spending may soon
surpass spending for promotion to physicians—
including sales rep visits! If you don’t believe me,
see “DTC Spending Set to Surpass DTP
Spending” in this issue. There, you will find some
interesting numbers and projections based on
those numbers.
Before you get all excited, however, realize that
practically all and maybe more of that gain of $400
million is due to just two drugs—Lunesta and
AmbienCR, which together spent $353 million on
DTC through September, 2006!
Volume One of this Supplement is focused on the
legal, regulatory and other emerging issues of DTC
advertising. In that volume, you will find pro and
con opinions from experts on how DTC needs to
adapt in the post-Vioxx marketing era.
This volume is devoted to DTC best practices with
a focus on techniques for improving DTC efficacy
and return on investment, which is generally
considered to be declining.
Pharmaceutical marketers are testing variations on
the traditional marketing mix—with less emphasis
on TV, for example. Whatever the appropriate
marketing mix may be for a product, attention must
be paid not only to impact and ROI, but also to the
risk to the brand’s reputation. This topic is covered
in “The Brand Marketing Mix: Balancing Impact vs.
Risk.”
Only by measuring the proper indicators can you
really optimize your DTC campaign once the mix
has been determined. In the article “Optimizing
DTC Performance,” TNSfyi, a product forecasting
and healthcare/pharmaceutical modeling division
of TNS Healthcare, explains its methodology.
Another perspective is presented in the article
“Maximize DTC Effectiveness: Understanding
Drivers of Patient Behavior.”
There are new players on the DTC marketing
scene; ie, biotech companies and device
manufacturers. Botech DTC was discussed in
Volume One. In this Volume, we take a look at
device DTC. See, for example, “Is Your Product
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Ready for Consumers?” and “Medical Device DTC:
Learning from Pharma’s Mistakes.”
DTC must also adapt to the new world in which
blockbuster drugs are few and far between. The
article “The New Branding Model: From
Blockbusters to Targeted Therapies,” which
presents the thoughts of Francoise Simon, Ph.D.,
professor of marketing at the Columbia University
Graduate School of Business and co-author of the
book
“Building
Global
Brands:
Taking
Biotechnology to Market,” suggests that new
therapies require a new approach to DTC. More
focus needs to be paid to patients as opposed to
consumers. This is also an argument for expanding
direct-to-patient spending online (see “Pharma
Online Direct-to-Patient Spending”).
More effective DTC may require out-of-the-box
thinking these days when there are so many
messages competing for consumers’ attention.
Public relations, for example, is playing a greater
role in marketing. For more on this, see the articles
“Out-of-the-Box Marketing: Will It Work for
Pharma?” and “PR: Advertising by Other Means.”
I think DTC advertising is set for major changes in
light of public criticism, but also in reaction to the
changing reality of the marketplace where there is
less need for a one size fits all solution. DTC must
evolve and marketers must pay more attention to
measuring and improving its effectiveness.
Otherwise, billions of dollars will continue to be
wasted. I hope this volume presents some good
ideas for how this can be accomplished.

John Mack, Publisher & Editor
Pharma Marketing News
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The Brand
Marketing Mix

future, we should start what’s in the mix today. One
recipe is whimsically depicted in Figure 1.

Balancing Impact
versus Risk
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #59-03

N

Ot long ago, I was invited to make a
presentation to a pharmaceutical brand
marketing team on the latest trends in
pharmaceutical marketing as it relates to
marketing mix. The team was preparing for a
presentation of their 2007 marketing plan to the
company’s board. Several vendors and other
experts were also invited to give presentations.

Figure 1: One Recipe for Pharmaceutical
Marketing

Why did the team call me? It turns out that the
group VP was a fan of Pharma Marketing Blog! No
surprise! After all, an anonymous Ogilvy blogger
once wrote: "[Pharma Marketing Blog] is a great
blog ... A good analysis of what is working and
what isn't. A good resource to get ideas for
improving your marketing."

That’s obviously a very high-level breakdown,
which provides a lot of granularity regarding
physician promotion but not much granularity for
consumer-focused promotion. Also, recent OIG
guidelines have taken CME and other physician
education programs out of the marketing budgets
of pharmaceutical companies.

Still, I wasn’t sure what exactly they wanted that I
could uniquely offer them. When I made further
inquiries, the following was one question they
wanted me to answer:

A much more detailed list of promotional channels
was developed for the online Marketing Mix
Survey I used to pick experts’ brains about the
future.

“In your opinion, what are some of the tactics
(i.e.. PodCasts) that will be viable now and in
the future; what should we avoid?”

In fact, two separate lists were used: one for
physician marketing and one for consumer
marketing. However, since there is a good deal of
overlap—in that several channels may be used for
both physicians and consumers—the following
breakdown may be more relevant for discussion
purposes.

The raison-d’etre of Pharma Marketing Blog is to
provide insights—if not answers—to that very
question!
As for the other question they had—“What are the
marketing mix trends 1 to 5 years out?”—I could
answer that one with a little help from the many
experts who are part of the online Pharma
Marketing Network.
This article is a summary of the presentation I
made, which was based on a review of surveys
and interviews. Hopefully, it will give you a better
idea of the impact versus risk of various physician
and consumer marketing channels and the effect
on marketing budget allocation. Since I am looking
five years out, there is a focus on newly emerging
Internet-based channels.
What’s in the Mix?
Before discussing the trends and issues that may
affect the pharmaceutical marketing mix in the
Pharma Marketing News

General Promotional Mix Ingredients (used to
reach both physicians and consumers)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3rd Party Web Site Sponsorship
Call Center
Direct Mail
E-mail
Other Technology Platforms (CD/DVD, cell
phones, text messaging, etc.)
Podcasts
Search Engines
National TV
Spot TV
Telemarketing
Web Banner Ads
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Physician-specific Promotional Mix Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

eDetailing
Point of Care Marketing (ePrescribing)
Sales Representative
Journal ads (print)
Scientific Meetings/Exhibits

Consumer-specific Promotional Mix Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer Generated Content (Buzz &
Blogs)
Health Fairs
Outdoor & Event Venues (billboards, sports)
Pharmacy Programs
Magazines and newspapers (print)
Physician Office Programs

Factors That Determine the Mix
For any given product, pharmaceutical marketers
may use the following factors to set the annual
promotional budget and allocate funds to specific
channels:
Reach and frequency criteria
Past experience
Matching competitive budgets
Recommendation of the agency or outside
consultants
¾ Formal analysis of ROI or profit goals
¾ Gut Instinct
¾
¾
¾
¾

Obviously, reach and frequency are staples of any
promotional campaign. These days, reach and
frequency cannot be the only goal of pharmaceutical marketing. Perhaps your reach and
frequency are fine, but you also need to improve
credibility, which is a critical asset for success in
the post-Vioxx era in which we live. “Engagement,”
for example, is a factor that you need to add if you
are interested in new media channels like Internet
advertising, podcasts, and blogs.
In the financial sector, it is said that past
experience does not guarantee future performance. In the pharmaceutical sector, however,
future marketing plans are often based on previous
ones. The thinking is, if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.
Conditions, however, may change in such a way
that what once worked no longer works so well.
Competition, for example, often dictates a new
strategy that could involve changing the
promotional mix.
While the industry rightly depends upon outside
experts for recommendations, it should be wary of
some experts that recommend “cutting-edge”
channels and technology like buzz, blogs and
other consumer-generated content channels.

These experts often have a vested interest in what
they are recommending.
ROI, ROI, ROI. How many times have we heard
that? More and more lately. It will be even more
important in the future. However, ROI is often
difficult to measure and everyone has their own
techniques for measuring it. For more on this topic,
see the article “Optimizing DTC Performance,” in
this issue.
What About Risk?
Another factor to consider, especially when dealing
with computer-enabled promotions (Web sites, email, podcasts, eDetails, behavioral targeting, etc.)
is a risk vs. benefit analysis. Going “outside the
box” often involves risk.
My focus will be on balancing impact, which is
determined by reach, credibility, and content
richness, against risk, which I define as the
potential to cause customer dissatisfaction or
pushback, increased regulation, negative publicity,
etc.
YOU CANNOT AVOID ALL RISK!
No pain, no gain! However, it is wise to know what
the risks are and to balance the risks against the
benefits, just as you would ask a patient taking
your drugs to do.
Some Trends
But before I get to that, let’s look at some trends.
I will use a few sources of data to give you a highlevel perspective on what experts believe the
future trends in marketing mix will be. One of these
sources is the Pharma Marketing News 2006
Trend Study, which was hosted online in January,
2006 (see “Pharma Trends to Watch in 2006”).
Highlights from this survey include:
–

58% of respondents saw cuts in overall DTC
spending in 2006

–

56% saw a decrease in TV advertising (vs.
26% that saw increase)

–

71 % saw an increase in disease awareness
or non-branded advertising

–

65% saw an increase in DTC regulation

Is DTC Spending Up or Down?
Although the majority of survey respondents
predicted cuts in DTC spending, only 13% felt this
was “highly likely.” In fact, recent data released by
TNS Media Intelligence show that total DTC
spending is up about 6.6% this year compared to
last year (see Pharma Marketing Blog post “Print
DTC, PhRMA Guidelines, and Balance” and the
Continued on next page…
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article “Pharma Online Spending” in the issue for
more DTC spending data from TNS).
The importance of competition from new brands
cannot be over emphasized. If you eliminate the
$122,801,000 that Sepracor spent on Lunesta
DTC in the January to April, 2006 period and the
additional $46,206,000 that Sanofi-Aventis spent
on Ambien DTC to catch up, overall DTC spending
would have decreased by 6% instead of increased!
Therefore, what we have seen in early 2006 may
not be a long-term trend and the survey results
may still be accurate.
Has TV Spending Peaked?
TV advertising, predicted survey respondents, may
decline across the board, but that is very
dependent on new drugs entering the market and
the category. Spending on TV ads for sleep aids
and obesity drugs, for example, is likely to increase
this year over last year. That was not enough,
however, to prevent a 2.5% decline in TV spending
in 2006 compared to 2005.
Current & Future Issues: Consumers
I listed the following as the most important
consumer marketing issues that pharmaceutical
marketers would be faced with in the next several
years:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DTC moratorium
Less TV, more print ads?
More education, less promotion?
PhRMA DTC Guidelines
Communicating risk: new rules?

The most significant issue facing DTC is a
government mandated moratorium on DTC
immediately following product launch. Senators
Frisk and Grassley—among others—and the AMA,
among other influential critics, have weighed in on
this issue. To that list now add the Institute of
Medicine (IOM), which called for a 2-year
moratorium on DTC for new drugs in its report
"The Future of Drug Safety: Promoting and
Protecting the Health of the Public" (see “IOM
Report Calls for DTC Moratorium”).
A DTC moratorium may have no immediate effect
on marketing of drugs already on the market, but
depending on how it may ultimately be
implemented, a moratorium could open the door
for more discussion on the outright ban of all DTC
advertising.
Spurred on by PhRMA DTC guidelines, there’s
undoubtedly been more spending on diseaseawareness and other unbranded ads. Some
estimates indicate spending in this category is up
by 50% in 2006 compared to 2005. The Internet
Pharma Marketing News

may be used more to provide this education (see
the article “e-Inertia Plagues the Pharma Industry,”
in this issue for examples).
Communicating risk in print and broadcast ads will
be a battleground in the next few years. Some
experts contend that there is a shift from TV to
print due to PhRMA Guidelines on communicating
risk. The thinking is that it is easier to improve
accuracy and balance in print ads than in TV ads.
Most readers responding to a survey on Pharma
Marketing Blog do not think that is the reason for
the shift.
Government regulation is always an issue when
elections loom and elections are always looming!
FDA is besieged and trending toward more
caution. All this needs to be considered when
balancing risk vs. impact of channels in your mix
Future Mix: Consumers
Each year, Optas, a relationship marketing
company owned by Dendrite International, surveys
DTC marketers. The Optas DTC Industry Check
Up probes the concerns of industry participants,
identifies areas of opportunity, and specifies trends
in spending and marketing mix. The 2006 survey
on the state of DTC marketing was conducted
online in December 2005. The sample size of 118
respondents was comprised of a representative
mix from a cross-section of manufacturers,
agencies, and other vendors. The results of the
survey as regards marketing mix forecasts are
shown in Figure 2 (next page).
DTC marketing mix trends revealed by the Optas
survey are obvious:
1) Broadcast (TV and radio) channels are out
of favor
2) Internet (Web sites, email) and “point of sale”
(Doctor office Programs, Pharmacy
programs) channels are in favor
Current & Future Issues: Physicians
As I see it, the following are the most important
physician marketing issues that pharmaceutical
marketers will face in the next several years:
1. Sales Reps: Criticism of tactics, force
cutbacks, decreased effectiveness
2. Technology: ePromotion vs. eLearning
3. CME: No longer part of the marketing mix
Sales rep tactics are in the limelight:
– states are passing laws limiting the influence
of sales reps (eg, New Hampshire)
– movies will be critical (Michael Moore’s
“Sicko” and Jamie Reidy’s “Hard Sell”)
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Figure 2: Optas DTC Industry Check Up 2006. Respondents were asked “where WILL you
spend less/more” (as opposed to where SHOULD marketers spend less/more).

–
–
–

detailing by reps is becoming less and less
effective
physicians are pushing back and often
denying access to reps
costs are increasing and budgetary
pressures to reduce costs are following

All this makes the sales rep “channel” more “risky,”
which may lead to a decrease in rep activity in the
next five years, although detailing by reps will
surely remain a big part of the mix. It makes sense,
however, to think of alternatives that can take up
some of the slack or offset the risk.
Technology will have a big effect on physician
detailing and education activities in the next five
years. The primary influencer will be the use of the
Internet to deliver details, either with or without
sales rep interaction. However, the trend will be
away from the electronic detail aid to more learning
resources for the physician, such as Key Opinion
Leader educational programs. Mobile technology
(eg, podcasts via iPods), especially, will be an
effective way of reaching the busy physician.

Pharma Marketing News

Speaking of learning, the CME landscape is also
changing. It’s a higher risk activity as grants for
CME are coming under scrutiny by legislators,
OIG, and physician groups. The shift of CME from
marketing budgets to medical affairs budgets
means that CME has less of a role to play in
determining the marketing mix. 2005 marked the
second consecutive year of decreased growth in
commercial support of CME by the pharmaceutical
industry, according to the 2005 annual report of the
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical
Education (ACCME), which collects funding data
from accredited CME providers. (see “Pharma
Support for CME Slows”).
“Some pharmaceutical companies have
already made changes in how they provide
unrestricted educational grants to third party
organizations. These policy shifts will (and are)
transform how industry engages in CME
activities and disease awareness campaigns.”
– 2006 PMN Trend Survey
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Marketing in the Post-Vioxx Era
In the future, pharma marketers must pay more
attention to “risk” when evaluating their marketing
channels. More highly visible channels like TV
have not only a high impact on potential patients,
but also on potential industry critics and especially
lawmakers.

Future Mix: Physicians
One source of information about what the future
physician marketing mix will be is the 2002 Cap
Gemini/Insead Survey, the results of which are
summarized in Figure 3, below.
The trends from this survey can be summarized as
follows:

The risk of increased critical scrutiny of techniques
and pushback from consumers and physicians is
higher for drugs with serious side effects. In the
past, DTC ads—and especially TV ads—for such
drugs were deployed sparingly by the industry.
Recently, however, there has been an attitude shift
where even some high risk and difficult-toadminister biotech cancer drugs are being
advertised on TV (see “Biotech DTC: Business Not
As Usual”).

Less future importance:
¾ Sales reps
¾ Conferences
¾ Print Media
Greater future importance:
¾ Websites
¾ Call centers
¾ eDetailing
Technology’s Influence
The overarching takeaway from practically every
survey and study I have seen regarding the future
pharmaceutical marketing mix is the increased role
of technology. Technology is having an increasing
impact on all kinds of communications—including
marketing communications—with consumers and
physicians. This evolution will continue to move
toward smaller, more portable, and more
interconnected “plug and play” devices.

Continued on next page…

“Traditional communication tools all deal really with
"interruptive" communications, which are financially
costly and increasingly less effective...but I suspect
that they are probably less effective due to the
customer changing their behavior because of the
Internet and mobile phones—which has altered how
customers interact, giving them more control and
choice and "engagement".

Technology can bring substantial savings in
marketing expenses. One indisputable fact: ROI for
traditional consumer
nsumer and physician marketing is
getting worse, whereas ROI for technologyenabled marketing is getting better!

“We have a combination of the customer having more
control, and the communication channels are
exploding and fragmenting. It is not that interruptive
marketing does not work, it's more that with an over
proliferation of interruptive communications
combined with a fragmenting media environment,
only the very best interruptive marketing can work
when combined with good strategy and execution.”

Relative Importance of
channels (weighted ranking)

Yet, despite the increased impact and cost savings
associated with technology, conventional wisdom
tells us that the pharmaceutical industry lags in the
use of technology for marketing. There are good
reasons for this, of which I am sure you are well
aware. It’s a matter of balancing benefit against
risk, managing the risk, and getting the
implementation right!

-- Dr. Andrée Bates, Managing Director, Campbell
Belman

5.0

Today
4.4

2007

3.1
2.4

2.6

2.3

2.3
1.9
1.4
1.0

Sales
Reps

Advertising &
Promotions

Conferences,

Print
Media

General
Websites

2.2

2.0

1.9
1.3

1.4

Call
Centres

Company
Website

1.3

eDetailing

Figure 3: Relative Importance of Channels for Physician Marketing. Source: Cap Gemini/Insead Survey 2002.
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“[One big unknown is] whether or not industry
leaders have ‘heard’ (i.e. internalized)
legitimate criticism and will make marketing
course corrections…” – PMN 2006 Trend
Survey
“Regardless of whether you agree with the …
argument that [DTC] contributes to higher
prices, right now it is resonating with the
American public. For that reason coupled with
the antilobbyist sentiment in Washington due
to Abrahamoff and delay, I believe that
legislation severely regulating or prohibiting
DTC could pass right now as well as collective
bargaining legislation for individual states to
negotiate for drugs or legislation regulating
how pharmas set their wholesale pricing
structure. There are several restrictive
legislative options which would substantially
change pharma that can pass in this
atmosphere and resonate with the public.
Pharma will continue to be the new tobacco
until they begin utilizing their strengths to
connect directly with the public. There also
must be more transparency.” – PMN 2006
Trend Survey

Risk vs. Impact
An Impact/Risk chart like the one shown for
consumer marketing channels in Figure 4, is a
useful exercise to help you think about balancing
the benefits and risks when allocating resources to
various marketing channels. Your marketing team
should construct its own Impact vs. Risk chart,
which I am sure will look different than this one. No
matter, the exercise itself will help you determine
where to spend your money without excess
exposure to risk.
Over time, some channels will shift locations. The
arrows in the chart represent my opinion as to the
direction and magnitude of this shift for several
channels. Risk may increase because more
emphasis is being placed on a channel without a
concomitant increase in care how the channel is
being used (ie, bad implementation). The more that
podcasts and Consumer-Generated Content
(CGC) channels are used, the more likely that a
“bad apple” situation will arise causing a pushback.
The increasing use of e-mail, on the other hand,
may not incur much more risk because marketers
have lots of experience with e-mail already.

HIGH IMPACT, LOW RISK

Continued on next page…

HIGH IMPACT, HIGH RISK

Search
TV
CGC

IMPACT Æ

Web
Banner
Pharmacy

Office
eMail
Print

Direct Mail

Call
Center

Podcast

LOW IMPACT, LOW RISK

LOW IMPACT, HIGH RISK

RISK Æ

Figure 4: Consumer Marketing Channel Impact/Risk Analysis. This chart is a synthesis representing
the consensus of a dozen or so experts who responded to the Marketing Mix Survey.
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TV advertising is more appropriate for some
therapeutic categories than others and may be
used for non-branded vs. branded ads depending
on the category as well. In other words, your
analysis of impact vs. risk may differ for each drug
in your portfolio.
A similar Risk vs. Impact chart can be constructed
for physician marketing channels (see Figure 5).
Especially note the synergy between sales reps
and eDetailing. While reps will never be replaced, it
is obvious that they will reach fewer and fewer
physicians. In the “fight” to gain voice, risk will
increase as newer envelope-pushing tactics are
employed. Hence the downward shift to lower
impact and higher risk territory. eDetailing, on the
other hand, will take up some of the slack and risk
will decrease because pharma companies already
have good experience in delivering eDetails and
implementation can be flawless.
Podcasts
Podcasts for physicians involve less risk than
podcasts for consumers. Podcasts are more
suitable for a physician audience, where reaching
a small, targeted segment can have a huge
impact—eg,
product-supporting,
educational
programs such as satellite symposia and KOL

HIGH IMPACT, LOW RISK

presentations downloaded to physicians’ iPods
during medical meetings. Reaching a small,
targeted segment of the consumer audience with
podcasts, however, has a much lower impact
potential. As the Impact vs. Risk chart for
consumers shows, the impact of podcasts, while
low today, will become increasingly greater in the
future. It all depends on your timeframe.
Conclusion
The use of technology in future marketing
channels will provide more convenience,
personalization and control (as in being able to
access and control what you want to get) and
engagement. All this will increase the impact that
these channels have on the target audience. With
those benefits also come greater risk associated
with technology—the risk of privacy invasion, Big
Brother fears, unfavorable PR, and new
government regulations.
Is the benefit worth the risk? Only your own
analysis based on your unique product situation
and your company’s degree of risk tolerance can
answer that question.
Pharma Marketing News
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Print

Rep
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IMPACT Æ
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eRX

Podcast
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LOW IMPACT, HIGH RISK

Figure 5: Physician Marketing Channel Impact/Risk Analysis.
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Pharma Online
Direct-to-Patient
Spending
By John Mack

e

PMN Reprint #59-04

Marketer, a company that analyses trends
related
to
e-business,
projects
pharmaceutical companies will increase
their Internet spending by about 25% this year, to
$780 million, as marketers shift from consumer
mass marketing to more targeted opportunities on
the Internet. By 2008, online spending will rise to
$1.3 billion, according to eMarketer’s new report,
“Pharmaceuticals
Online:
Direct-to-Patient
Becomes a Reality.”
Recent data released by TNS Media Intelligence,
however, indicate that pharma eMarketing is in a
slump. While total DTC spending is up about 6.6%
this year compared to last year (according to TNS
Media Intelligence), online spending by pharma-

ceutical marketers dropped almost 3% (see Figure
1, below). TNS data does not include search
advertising.
To better understand these numbers and other
information presented in the eMarketer report, I
interviewed Lisa Phillips, eMarketer Senior Analyst
and author of the report.
John Mack: On the first page of your report, you
predict a 25% increase in pharmaceutical online
spending this year. Since there is some divergence
in data from different sources, can you explain
what you base your estimate on? In particular, are
you talking about display advertising only in your
estimates?
Lisa Phillips: My estimate includes everything the
IAB (Interactive Advertising Bureau) covers:
search, e-mail, display ads, lead generation/
referrals, and classifieds. Search is a huge part of
finding the right people online. Most of the other
sources of data—TNS Media Intelligence,
Advertising Age, for example—do not include paid
search advertising, which, according to IAB may be
as much as 41% of a company’s Internet
advertising budget.
Continued on next page…

Figure 1: TNS Estimates of Pharmaceutical Online Advertising Comparing Jan-April Periods in 2005 and 2006.
Pharma Marketing News
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Based on data from IAB specific to the
pharmaceutical industry back to 2003, I projected
the numbers out, keeping the projection rather
conservative and estimating that Internet spending
by pharma at around 5% of its total advertising pie.
Measured Media Spending
John: In your report, you talk about “measured” vs.
“unmeasured” online media spending. Can you
explain what these terms mean?
Lisa: “Measured media” include network TV, cable
TV, Sunday supplements, newspapers, freestanding inserts, radio, and Internet (excluding
paid search). “Unmeasured media” include sales
promotions, trade shows, special events, some
B2B publications, that sort of thing. Advertising
Age looks at the 100 leading national advertisers
to come up this data (see Table 1, next page). The
13 pharmaceutical companies mentioned are
included in this 100.

Figure 3: Online Spending by Top Pharma Companies
Rising. “Although Internet advertising took a dip in
2005, spending was up in the first quarter of
2006.According to TNS data alone, online display
spending by the top 12 pharmaceutical companies rose
11.2%, to $39.6 million, compared to the same period
in 2005 when $35.6 million was spent online. Still,
TNS does not measure search advertising.”

Measured vs. Unmeasured Online Media
Spending - Report Excerpt

Figure 2: The red bars represent pharmaceutical and other
health care industry online ad spending. The data for 2003
and 2004 are from IAB, eMarketer projections are for years
2005, 2006, 2007, and 2008.

“[The]13 major pharmaceutical companies spent
$170.1 million in measured online advertising in
2005, or 2.6% of their measured media spending,
according to Advertising Age/TNS data. Taking
‘unmeasured’ media into account, that share falls
to just 1.23% of the total advertising budget
estimated by Advertising Age. Online advertising
by these companies dropped 15.1% in 2005, a
much steeper decline than the slight drop in
overall ad spending that year. Still, TNS does not
include search advertising in its online
measurement, which is a tactic of major
importance to pharmaceutical companies, and
could easily account for an additional 40% of
prescription drug online advertising.”
Continued on next page…
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Behavioral Targeting
John: Your report talks about other industries
using behavioral marketing techniques on the
Internet (see Figure on right). A Pharma Marketing
Blog survey indicates that, depending on the
product and situation, most people believe that the
pharmaceutical industry should try this technique,
at least if done properly. What do you think?
Lisa: Although behavioral targeting online is used
by other industries – most notably the automotive
industry – I am not sure how successful behavioral
targeting would be for the pharmaceutical industry
where the issues are much more personal. That’s
not to say that the pharma industry wouldn’t or
shouldn’t try it. It’s one thing to do this for a diet
drug, but entirely different for a cancer drug.
Pharma Marketing News

Behavioral Targeting - Report Excerpt
“This year, the US auto industry began testing behavioral targeting, to find and follow online
consumers who had visited certain auto Web sites and then went elsewhere on the Web, only to be
served more auto ads once they reached other sites. Pharmaceutical companies have expressed interest
in the technique, although marketers are wary of government regulators and the public’s perception of
an invasion of privacy. And well they should be cautious. One of the reasons consumers go online for
health related information is that they are uncomfortable talking about their conditions, according to
the Yahoo!/Hall & Partners survey. While most marketers (73%) were either using or planning to use
behavioral marketing techniques this year, according to a Forrester survey in December, 27% of the
253 respondents said they had no plans to try it.” (See Figure, above.)

Table 1: Top 13 Pharmaceutical Company Media Spenders 2005. Dollars are in millions. For
these 13 companies, the percent of spending on measured Internet advertising was 1.2% of their
total advertising (measured and unmeasured) budget. Source: Advertising Age.
Pharma Marketing News
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DTC Spending
Set to Surpass
DTP Spending
By John Mack
PMN Blog #290

D

irect-to-Consumer (DTC) ad spending in
2006 is set to break a new record, according
to TNS and reported in Brandweek. DTC
budgets are up nearly 9% over last year.
“At that rate,” reports Brandweek, “total spend on
all prescription drug brands will come in at around
$4.5 billion by the end of the year, according to
TNS. Last year, drug companies spent about $4.1
billion on ads.”
At that rate, DTC spending will also soon surpass
spending on physician (DTP or Direct-to-Physician)
promotion, including office and hospital-based
promotion to physicians and journal advertising.

As an exercise, I looked at DTC and DTP spending
trends as reported in a November, 2006 GAO
report entitled "Prescription Drugs - Improvements
Needed in FDA's Oversight of Direct-to-Consumer
Advertising" (see Figure 1).
The GAO report states:
“The amount that drug companies spend on
DTC advertising increased twice as fast as
spending on promotion to physicians or on
research and development. IMS Health
estimated that, from 1997 through 2005,
spending on DTC advertising in the United
States increased from $1.1 billion to $4.2
billion -- an average annual increase of almost
20 percent. [See "Total U.S. Promotional

Spend by Type, 2005."] In contrast, over the
same time period, IMS Health estimated that
spending on drug promotion to physicians
increased by 9 percent annually. Further,
PhRMA reported that spending on the
research and development of new drugs
increased by about 9 percent annually during
the same period. While spending on DTC
advertising has grown rapidly, companies
continue to spend more on promotion to
physicians and on research and development.”
The DTC spending estimate includes TV,
magazines, newspapers, radio, and outdoor
advertising, but not Internet based advertising (for
more on that, see "Pharma eMarketing in a
Slump"). Physician promotion includes estimated
spending on office - and hospital-based promotion
to physicians and journal advertising. These
estimates do not include other spending, such as
drug company spending on meetings and events
(eg, CME and advertising at CME events, which
could be as much as $1.5 billion), or spending on
promotion that targets medical professionals other
than physicians, such as nurse practitioners and
physicians assistants.
The GAO was careful to point out that more is
spent on promotion to physicians than to
consumers—a lot more; 71% more, to be precise
($7.2 vs. 4.2 billion). It emphasized, however, the
rate of growth difference; namely, 20 percent
average annual growth for DTC spending vs. 9%
for DTP (ie, direct-to-physician) spending.
At what point, I thought, would DTC spending
surpass DTP spending if those rates of growth
continued? I did the calculations and plotted the
results and found that, under these assumptions,
DTC spending would surpass DTP spending in
20011! (See Figure 2, next page).
Continued on next page…

Figure 1: Prescription Drug promotion and R&D, 1997 through 2005. Source: GAO report.
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This was interesting, so I looked
at the raw data
again to see if the
20%
vs.
9%
numbers
were
valid assumptions.
What I was thinking was that there
was practically NO
DTC prior to 1997,
so any spending
would represent a
huge percentage
increase for years
afterward. Maybe
Figure 2: DTC and DTP Spending Based
it wasn't fair to use
on GAO’s Average Annual Increases from
the 8-year aver1997 through 2005.
age
of
20%
growth. It might be
better to look at the last 5 years only, for both DTC
and DTP, and redo the calculation.
I should mention that I could not verify GAO's
numbers exactly. I calculated an average of
19.13% rate of increase in DTC spending from
1997 through 2005 (GAO said it was 20%—
actually, 19.6% rounded up) and an 8.25%
average increase for DTP (GAO said 9.0%).
Rounded down, my numbers
mbers were 19% vs. 8%.
Using my numbers adds 1 more year to the
estimate of when DTC will surpass DTP. I also do
not understand how GAO got a total percentage
increase in DTC spending from 1997 through 2005
of 296.4%. When I do the math, it comes out to
281.8%. It makes me nervous—GAO is supposed
to be accountants!
In any case, if you
look at the percent
change in DTC
and DTP spending year-vs-year,
you find there are
wide fluctuations,
as
shown
in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Yearly Percentage Change in
Spend for DTC and DTP.

So, who knows what the future holds for DTC and
DTP spending? Things are in flux with the new
Congress (see "Congress vs. Pharma: Trouble
Ahead?").
However, let's use recent rates of increase (2000
through 2005; 11.5% for DTC and 5.4% for DTP)
as a basis for predicting when DTC spending might
overtake DTP spending and see what we get.
What we get is 2015 (see Figure 4). That is the
year that I predict DTC spending will surpass DTP
spending ($12.4 billion vs. $12.2 billion,
respectively).

Figure 4: DTC and DTP Spending Based on Average
Increases from 2000 through 2005.
Note: If we use the TNS data—9.0% increase and
$4.1 billion spent on DTC in 2005 (vs. $4.2 billion
reported by IMS Health) and if we keep the DTP
spedning increase at 5.4%, then I project DTC
spending will surpoass DTP spending in 2018.
Pharma Marketing News

For example, DTP
spending dropped
precipitously
in
2005 vs. 2004.
Wha happened? I
leave that up to
you as an exercise.

DTC spending seems to be cyclical—rising and
falling with the political tide!
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Is Your Product
Ready for
Consumers?
By Dan Limbach
PMN Reprint #310-04

Y

ou’ve spent a king’s ransom getting your
medical device ready to market. It’s passed
all the regulatory requirements. You have the
clinical studies that prove its validity. You have a
story to tell, but whom do you tell it to?
It’s not always clear whether your marketing dollars
should be spent on DTC marketing. Amy Siegel,
Vice President, Health Advances, LLC, a
healthcare strategy consulting company located in
Weston, MA, offered some clear advice on how to
determine if DTC is appropriate for a medical
device. She was speaking at a recent Direct to
Consumer Strategies for Medical Devices
conference in Chicago organized by the Center for
Business Intelligence. Mark Speers, Co-founder
and Managing Director of Health Advances also
participated in the presentation.
More Devices Will Opt for DTC
Health Advances is working with companies to
bring 35 new device technologies to market in the
next year. According to Siegel, about one-half of
these will be considered for direct-to-consumer
(DTC) advertising. But, which are likely to benefit
from DTC? DTC campaigns can be extremely
expensive
and
time-consuming.
Correctly
determining whether a DTC campaign is right for a
product is therefore critical. For example, if a
company tries to launch a DTC campaign before
physicians are familiar with the technology, the
plan can backfire and hurt all marketing efforts for
years.
To evaluate products for DTC, Siegel uses a
classic decision grid to chart opportunities for
specific applications (see chart on next page). The
vertical axis charts patient dissatisfaction with
current options, ranging from low dissatisfaction to
high. The horizontal axis charts “consumer”
benefits of the product from low to high. Using this
analysis, the best DTC candidates are those that
combine a high level of dissatisfaction with current
treatment options with a high level of “consumer”
benefit.
Consumer benefits are benefits of keen interest to
patients beyond traditional clinical benefits that
physicians focus on. Such benefits could include
faster recovery time, less pain, improved

Pharma Marketing News

appearance, convenience of treatment venue,
reduced out-of-pocket expenses, shorter duration
of treatment course, and so on.
Pap smears score in the moderate area of the
chart in both measurements, while pacemakers
and acute stroke devices languished in the least
favorable quadrant. For these last two candidates,
DTC is a poor option. Patients do not generally
influence their physician’s choice of pacemaker or
stroke treatment, certainly not to the level of
specifying a manufacturer.
Acute treatments are generally not good targets for
DTC. Patient populations who are living with
chronic conditions (sometimes known as “silent
sufferers”) are far more productive DTC targets.
Uterine fibroids and stress incontinence are two
excellent examples of conditions that patients often
choose to live with because they do not like the
treatment options.
There is a third dimension to consider—the size of
the group of sufferers. Two devices may score in
the same Patient Dissatisfaction-Benefit range of
the chart, but the one with the larger population of
consumers obviously warrants more consideration,
although not always.
The potential revenue and margins for a product
play a role, as does the medical reimbursement
potential. When a product is covered by many
medical plans, it is obviously far more effective to
tell consumers to “ask their doctor” about the
product through DTC. DTC is likewise effective if a
treatment is self-pay and not reimbursed, as in the
below example of a novel acne treatment.
Acne Treatment Device Case Study
Siegel presented a case study of a device-based
(laser) treatment for acne requiring the purchase of
a fairly expensive piece of capital equipment by
physician offices. Would DTC work for this device?
There is a huge population of 24.3 million acne
sufferers, more than 20 million of whom are not
treated by a physician. Mild sufferers often treat
the condition with over-the-counter (OTC) products
while a higher percentage of moderate and severe
sufferers are treated by a physician (PCP or
dermatologist).
Efficacy rates for current oral and topical acne
products vary depending on who you ask.
Sufferers, especially teens, demand a high degree
of efficacy (over 90%), so they are quite displeased
with anything that falls short, while their doctors
may see 75% efficacy as a major success. In the
end, patients are satisfied with the results 50% of
the time, while doctors are satisfied 70% of the
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time. So the indication is that there is a market for
a new treatment.
For teens, any product that can help them get
more dates and feel more confident about
themselves certainly carries a huge benefit to
those consumers. Health Advances’ research
determined that most teenagers’ parents are willing
to self-pay (out of pocket) over $1,000 for a highly
effective laser treatment regimen to cure their acne
even though conventional pharmaceuticals are
reimbursed by their insurers.
This level of
reimbursement makes the capital investment
decision by physicians very easy; they can earn a
payback on the equipment in less than one year.
With the laser technology, a low-margin
dissatisfied patient segment becomes a very
lucrative, satisfied group.
Co-op Advertising
Speers noted that “co-op advertising” is an
untapped opportunity for many products. The idea
is that the device manufacturer and a provider
customer of the manufacturer would share the cost

of a local advertisement just as appliance
manufacturers often share the cost of a local
newspaper ad that features a specific retailer.
When a device advertisement references a
hospital that uses it, the device manufacturer and
the hospital receive a benefit. Depending on how
they split the costs, they can either run more ads
for the same budget or put the savings to other
uses.
Speers noted that manufacturers do have to be
careful to stay within some legal restrictions on
these types of ads.
Does DTC work? If you have the right product for
the right audience and the financials make sense,
DTC can be an effective driver of business. Most of
the data collected focuses on the pharmaceutical
industry. As an example, Speers referenced the
Cozint Market Measures/Cozint 2003 DTC Monitor
which states, “DTC awareness is at an all-time
high, with 81% of sufferers recalling seeing DTC
ads for their conditions…”
Pharma Marketing News

A new product which offers a large, dissatisfied patient population a new treatment
alternative with “consumer” benefits is likely to benefit from DTC
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Medical Device
DTC

Learning from
Pharma’s Mistakes
By John Mack
PMN Blogpost #183

M

edical Device DTC stats was the topic of
an interesting discussion thread recently
on the Pharma Marketing Forum. As
often happens, the discussion was
opened up by a simple question:
"Is anyone aware of any research that has
been done around what sources were used by
and how much a medical device companies
spend for advertising / promotions / DTC /
brand marketing, etc.? This information is easy
to find for the pharma side, but it's more
difficult on the device side." -- Melody
My friend, Bill Trombetta, PhD, professor of
pharmaceutical marketing at St. Joseph's
University,
Philadelphia,
is
always
a
knowledgeable source of information and had this
suggestion as a direct
answer to the question:
"I am starting to do work
with med device companies. They do very little
DTC
and
‘traditional’
marketing.
For
ex.,
Stryker, orthopedic devices, is using Jack
Nicklaus in DTC, a first for
a very conservative industry sector.
"I don't know of any
source that beaks out the
promo mix as detailed as
you have set it out. But
you might try pulling up a
company's
10-K
and
going to its Income
statement and there might
be a category for marketing spend overall." -- Bill
David Jastrow, Senior Research Analyst at
Thomson Scientific & Healthcare, donated some
specific information:
"The 10-Ks have bits and pieces of info that
may be useful. Medical device companies are
Pharma Marketing News

still sorting out best practices for DTC, it will be
interesting to see how they apply lessons
learned from the pharmas to hopefully improve
upon the model. The following rough slides
may be of some interest to you." -- David
The following is excerpted from David's slides with
my notes interspersed/
Medical Device Companies Face Greater
Scrutiny
Recognizing the lack of attention that has
traditionally been paid to regulating direct-toconsumer (DTC) marketing of medical devices,
FDA in November 2005 held a public hearing to
seek input on whether the agency needs to revise
its approach to the promotion of medical products,
including restricted devices.
Testimony at that meeting included the following
statement:
"The device industry is relatively new to the
game," says Carolyn Jones, associate vice
president of technology and regulatory affairs
with AdvaMed [trade association representing
medical
device
manufacturers].
"Drug
companies have had a lot more experience
with DTC advertising. Our suggestion to FDA
is that devices need to be viewed in a little
different light. The medical device industry has
a good track record, although limited, with
respect to DTC advertising. Because the
medical device industry is a late-comer to the
game, it's been able to learn from the mistakes
of others. If it isn't broke, hopefully they won'’t
try to fix it."
Factors Influencing Med Device Product
Development
According to AdvaMed survey data (see Chart 3.8
next page), medical device companies may be
more concerned with price issues.
Obviously, devices are much more expensive than
drugs and it is amazing to me that medical device
companies are actually beginning to run DTC ads
for hip and knee replacements. I don't recall much
fair balance in these ads—what, if any, problems
may be associated with these devices?
Device Manufacturers Spend Less on R&D,
Gain More Patents
R&D spending by device manufacturers is
probably a little less than that of drug companies
as a percent of sales (see Chart 3.1, next page).
However, as the data in Chart 3.6 (pg. 14) shows,
the number of device patents continues to increase
year over year. The drug industry, on the other
hand, shows a reverse trend.
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Understanding the Patient Point of View
Continuing with the discussion thread:
"Many device companies don't seem to feel a
need to understand the patient POV, at least
not yet. I met with some MR folks recently at
one of the largest device companies, and
some of them were very categorical about not
feeling the need to investigate patient
perspectives when conducting developmental
research. 'it isn't done that way here' was the
attitude. But one of them pulled me aside and
said 'it'll probably take a few years, but we'll
eventually get to a model where the patient's
perspective counts for us... It's going to be a
long process though.' It's not about changing
the product to meet the 'consumer's' needs,
but it's about anticipating positive and negative
responses,
in
particular,
that
initial
conversation when the possibility of a device is
brought up in the office or at bedside. That isn't
done yet on a broad scale it seems." -- John
Mitchel

Pharma Marketing News

"Our company has spent many years trying to
gather the patient's point of view with our
device which shows in its design and treatment
schedule. The constant need for our medical
device and traditional drug therapy is
compliance. We ask for only 20 minutes/day
for five days a week and they still balk. People
want instant results and lack patience in
medical treatments." -- Leo
Compliance, compliance, compliance. How many
times have I heard that tiresome phrase spoken by
pharmaceutical marketers, who typically blame the
laziness of patients? The word "compliance" itself
reveals this top-down mentality. To truly
understand the patient's POV, marketers must
admit that perhaps some of the fault lies with the
product rather than with the patient.
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Creating a
Successful DTC
Campaign on the
Inside
By Dan Limbach
PMN Reprint #310-02

W

hile most major direct-to-consumer
(DTC) advertising campaigns in the
medical device and pharmaceutical
industries are created and managed by
outside agencies, outsourcing a DTC marketing
campaign can be expensive. When budgets are
lean—as they are in today’s marketplace—
marketers need to look at how much can be done
with in-house resources. But with fewer people
being asked to do more than ever, how does a
company handle bringing more of the work inhouse?
Carrie Nelson, Manager New Hope Parkinson
Program, and Laura Virden, Market Development
Manager, of Medtronic shared the story of their
two-year journey tackling this problem at a recent
“Direct to Consumer Strategies for Medical
Devices” conference organized by the Center for
Business Intelligence.
Medtronic’s New Hope DTC Program
Nelson and Virden spearheaded the awardwinning DTC efforts for Medtronic’s Activa
Therapy, widely regarded as the most significant
advancement in treatment for Parkinson’s disease
in 30 years.
Over 1 million people suffer from PD. The DTC
program, called New Hope for Parkinson’s was
launched to capture a significant share of this
market through e-communications and interactive
services, raising awareness of Acitva Therapy and
encouraging prospective patients to find out if they
could benefit from it.
The New Hope for Parkinson’s Program offers
insights from the country’s leading movement
disorders clinicians and other experts, including
people who are living with Parkinson’s.
Medtronic wanted New Hope to be a source of
both information and inspiration to the Parkinson’s
community. The communications goal is to engage
the hearts and minds of patients through
informative, holistic and inspiring health and
wellness information while educating them about

Activa Therapy. The tone of the program is one of
compassion, hope and empowerment.
Capture-Cultivate-Close-Support
Activa Therapy is 87% effective, implanted in over
30,000 patients, and covered by Medicare and
most private insurance plans. What’s the “catch?”
It’s brain surgery. It’s an elective procedure. And
the referral channel is weak.
Medtronic decided on a “capture-cultivate-closesupport” strategy: Capture leads through an
awareness campaign; Cultivate prospects through
education;
Close
deals
through
clinical
evaluations; and finally, Support implanted
patients. Execution was the key issue once the
strategy was determined.
Questions to Ask Before Beginning
Nelson and Virden were part of a three-person
core team within Medtronic, and dedicated 90% of
their efforts to this project. That meant they needed
to marshal resources within Medtronic, but also
bring in outside resources. They asked four
principal questions when considering an insidedriven campaign:
1. Does it make sense for you to create your
own campaign?
2. Does your staff have the skills, resources
and drive to be successful?
3. Do you know what you should manage and
what you should outsource?
4. Can you maintain what you build?
Program elements included a website, an email
newsletter, a direct mail campaign, and physician
interaction events.
“This is a first-of-its-kind therapy,” said Nelson,
“and there is no real competition. We know the
therapy best, have spoken to patients extensively,
and we knew what we wanted for our brand
building strategy. We felt it would be difficult to
transfer this kind of knowledge to an external
agency.” Ultimately, Medtronic developed its
strategy internally and outsourced much of the
execution.
Internally, Medtronic kept the following responsibilities:
• Developed and held the vision
• Strategy
• Promotional concepting and copywriting
• Brand/creative development
• Campaign development and execution
• Analytics
Continued on next page…
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These are the tasks they outsourced:
• Design
• Copywriting articles
• Much of the HTML programming
• Advertising buys
• Some direct mail
• Fulfillment/call center
Manage Resources and Delegate
Managing outside partners was a crucial
component of the project. Medtronic was
successful with this because they (1) shared the
vision and the enthusiasm with all participants, (2)
understood the big picture and how the partners fit
in, and (3) they made their partners truly feel like
part of the team.
Roles were assigned to all team members,
including:
• Team leader
• Editorial and brand manager
• Creative
• Campaign manager(s)
• Advertising manager
• Campaign execution manager
• ROI manager, analyst
• Technical and administrative support
When selecting resources, each had different skill
requirements. For example, technology team
members were expected to handle things like
spam laws, database technology, servers, and
analytics.
Keys to Success
There were several key points that contributed to a
successful internally-driven campaign. First, they
put the patient first. Second, they believe in the
therapy. Finally, they provided a great deal of
creative freedom. Medtronic was able to infuse
their obviously genuine passion into the project.
Compare that to the less intense passion an
outside agency would have for the treatment.
“Market with a vengeance or don’t market at all,”
stated Nelson.
To keep management on track with the project,
they suggest scheduling an “early win,” such as
acquiring a specific number of email subscribers by
a certain date. When management sees solid
progress, they are more likely to offer increased
support and funding for the project.

the work would
considerably more.

have

cost

the

company

Companies can bring a large portion of work inhouse if they know their limitations, get
management on board early, and plan well in
advance of each milestone. Outsourcing will
always play a key role, but companies can take on
more of the work when budgets are skimpy. It’s
comforting to know that a successful DTC
campaign under this hybrid approach is not only
possible, but likely when managed properly.
Pharma Marketing News
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The project cost “Well under a million dollars a
year,” according to Nelson. Outsourcing the bulk of
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The New
Branding Model

From Blockbusters
to Targeted
Therapies
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #36-04

T

he pharmaceutical industry is in the midst of
a “perfect storm,” according to Francoise
Simon, Ph.D., professor of marketing at the
Columbia University Graduate School of Business
and co-author of the book “Building Global Brands:
Taking Biotechnology to Market.”. She was
speaking
at
the
World
Congress
on
Pharmaceutical Marketing held in Philadelphia, PA,
on May 25-27, 2004.
At an Inflection Point
The traditional blockbuster approach (products with
more than $1 billion in annual sales) is yielding
diminishing returns while post-genomic research is
driving towards personalized medicine. The
biopharma industry, contends Dr. Simon, is at an
inflection point where the emphasis on
blockbusters and traditional mass-marketing is
being challenged by the new paradigm of
personalized medicine.

Physicians

Consumers

Dr. Simon contends that Pharma company drug
portfolios are shifting away from mass-market
blockbusters toward more targeted therapies,
which are effective against small patient groups
segmented according to genotype. This model,
according to Simon, requires a fundamental
reorganization of the biopharma value chain, from
discovery to manufacturing and marketing.
Specifically, sales and marketing personnel must
be retrained and reorganized to accommodate the
new targeted branding model. This model requires
evidence-based, science-driven positioning in
which the sales force needs to be highly trained
and complemented with medical liaisons. In
addition, Simon says, targeted therapy marketing
must establish close links with patient advocacy
groups and put a greater focus on online
communications to reach these targeted patients
who, as a rule, are more “Internet-positive” than
the general population.
Biologics are Big Business
Biotechnology is a big business and already
produces several “neo-blockbusters.” In 2002,
eight biologics were in the billion-dollar sales club.
Epoetin alfa, Amgen’s leading product, is the
second best-selling drug with $6.6 billion in
combined sales in 2002 (sold as Epogen by
Amgen and Procrit by J&J) vs. $7.9 billion for
Pfizer’s Lipitor, the number one traditional
blockbuster drug.
Continued on next page…

Experience-based Marketing

Evidence-based Marketing

• Messages focused on drug
dosage, delivery, and
convenience;
• Supported by CME, patient
programs, practice management;
• Trusted company and sales rep
relationship

• Messages focused on hard
clinical endpoints of efficacy,
safety, and tolerability;
• Key opinion leader and medical
liaison influencers;
• Formulary inclusion and
pharamacoeconomic factors

• Messages focused on delivery,
convenience, quality of life
improvement;
• Brand loyalty;
• Strong traditional media influence;
• Supported by corporate reputation
and disease-related experience

• Messages focused on efficacy,
safety, tolerability;
• Supported by disease-related
education, especially via
Internet;
• Physicians, pharmacists,
nurses are influencers;
• Reimbursement and copay
issues
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The increasing presence of biologics in pharma
portfolios means that pharma marketers must
accommodate mass-market blockbusters as well
as targeted therapeutics. The good news is that
marketing ROI is much higher for targeted drugs
than for mass-market drugs for several reasons:
• The specialist physician audience is much
smaller than the general primary-care
physician audience and can be reached with
100 or less sales reps in the US compared
with 3,000 to 5,000 required to reach the
general physician population.
• The patient group for targeted drugs is small
as well and highly motivated. This group also
tends to use the Internet for health purposes
more than the general population. They also
tend to congregate in well-defined “channels”
that are easily targeted by eMarketing
techniques. Consequently, marketers can use
cost-effective Internet marketing techniques to
reach this group more effectively.
• Finally, customized drugs can command high
prices.
Evidence-Based Marketing
The biotechnology sector needs to find an
alternative to traditional consumer marketing if
targeted drugs are to become the new blockbuster
engine of the pharmaceutical industry. Factors are
already at work forcing a shift away from
experience-based marketing, which focuses on
emotions, to evidence-based marketing, which
focuses on research data to support a product’s
advantage.
These factors include regulators who have less
tolerance for me-too products, payers who are
demanding
positive
outcomes
based
on
pharmacoeconomic studies, and physicians who
want more emphasis on efficacy and safety.
Consumers, who have direct access to scientific
literature via the Internet, are another important
factor not to be dismissed.
Experienced-based marketing will continue to be
effective in noncritical categories such as allergies.
For critical areas like oncology, however, evidencebased marketing will be demanded.
Lamisil: A Case Study
Cynthia Hogan, Senior Vice President and Head of
Novartis Ophthalmics North America, presented at
the same meeting. Her presentation, “Transferring
Mass Market Skill Sets to Targeted Brands,” used
the Lamisil marketing strategy as a case study for
evidence-based marketing of targeted or specialty
brands.
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Some mass-marketing skills are transferable to
specialty brands, but most are not (see TABLE,
next page). Segmentation analysis and branding
message skills, for example, are transferable
whereas the DTC skill set is not. Specialty
marketing requires a direct-to-patient (DTP) focus
and Hogan believes “there is still a lot we can do
as an industry to learn how to communicate
directly to the patient in terms that they accept.”
In 2002 the Lamisil market dynamics categorized
onychomycosis (toenail infection), the indicated
condition for Lamisil, as a cosmetic problem.
Managed care did not want to pay for cosmetic
treatments and many physicians ignored the
problem in the first place. Clearly, the Lamisil
marketing message had to emphasize that
onychomycosis was an infection and that Lamisil
was the cure. Competing messages, however,
from external toenail products—“treat the infection
from outside, where it grows”—led to consumer
confusion.
In 2003, the Lamisil marketing strategy was
reshaped to put more emphasis on disease
education with a branded campaign featuring the
Digger icon—you know, that wacky dermatophyte
that lives deep under the nail! The result was a
significant increase in total prescriptions in 2003
vs. 2000.
Absolute Shift to Personalized Medicine
Unlikely
An absolute shift from blockbuster mentality to
targeted treatment mentality is not likely, says Dr.
Simon, because several factors will continue to
drive the need for blockbusters:
• The cost of developing a prescription drug
averages $897 million, according to the Tufts
Center for the Study of Drug Development.
• Genomic technologies have a long payoff, high
R&D costs, and are risky in the short term
• There is continued pressure to develop new
blockbusters as patents expire on several
drugs worth $100 billion this decade.
• Megamergers will drive the need for continued
double-digit growth in sales or about $1 billion
in new sales each year.
• Marketing and sales costs have increased
especially due to DTC advertising and
increased difficulty gaining access to
physicians.
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• Branding,
positioning and key
messages

• Physician coding
and
reimbursement

• Direct to patient
and retail
marketing

• Targeting and sales
force alignment

• Key account
approaches

• Predominantly
clinical sell

• Total office call
approach (business & clinical sell)

• Skilled in competing
in noisy, competitive
markets with little
differentiation

Consumerism vs. Technology Scenarios

• Specialty
pharmacies and
distribution

• Direct to consumer
marketing

• Message
consistency to
target physician

4. Finally, if both technology outcomes and
consumer attitudes are negative, that would
reinforce
skepticism
about
traditional
medicine and foster further inroads by
alternative medicine.

Positive

• Physician and
patient segmentation & attitudes
and behaviors

Specialty
Marketing Skills

Technology Outcome

Mass
Marketing Skills

• Rich level of sales
data (individual
prescriber)
• Skilled in
competing in niche
markets

Possible Future Scenarios
Consumer attitudes and technology will ultimately
determine what the future holds for biopharma
companies. Applying scenario planning principles
to this industry (see “Scenarios on the Future of
Pharma Marketing: No Time Like the Present to
Think the Unthinkable,” PMN Reprint 33-01) yields
four different possible scenarios when plotting
consumer attitudes vs. technology outcomes (see
CHART, right):
1. The convergence of positive consumer
attitudes and positive technology outcomes
would lead to personalized medicine.
2. Consumer ambivalence, however, combined
with a positive technology outcome would
result in a hybrid system in which both
traditional mass-market drugs and targeted
therapies coexist.
3. On the other hand, if technology
breakthroughs would lag while the consumer
outlook was positive, then the current
situation would prevail (status quo
scenario).
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Hybrid

Personalized
Medicine

Alternative
Medicine

Status Quo

Negative

Positive

Consumer Attitude

So, toward which scenario are we headed?
Consider the following:
On the one hand, consumer attitudes towards
biotechnology are highly conflicted regarding
biotechnology. This is evident in the various
worldwide regulations regarding biotech research
(e.g., gene therapy, stem cell research, cloning,
etc.).
On the other hand, while genomic research has
successfully identified many targets for new drug
therapies, biotech companies are overwhelmed by
the abundance, according to several experts
speaking at BIO 2004, an industry conference held
in San Francisco in June, 2004. Moreover,
research is costly and failure rates are high.
According to a recent report by the FDA
(“Innovation or Stagnation? -- Challenge and
Opportunity on the Critical Path to New Medical
Products”), “[t]here is great concern about the
ability to bring the hoped-for outcomes of basic
research advances -- much awaited new
treatments -- to patients. There is concern that
hoped-for advances in medicine and new
treatments for diseases may never materialize.”
“With so much promising technology in
development in the clinical labs, ranging from en-
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gineered tissues to new kinds of biologicals and
genomics-based treatments, we need to turn the
process of bringing these technologies to patients
from a costly and time-consuming art form to a
well-understood science,” said former FDA
Commissioner Mark B. McClellan, M.D., Ph.D.
In other words, we may be headed toward the
negative-negative territory (alternative medicine)
area of the scenario chart. This, of course, is the
worst possible outcome for the pharmaceutical
industry.
Pharma Marketing News

Emotions, Focus
and Storytelling
How Cialis is
Challenging Viagra
By Neville Dickson
PMN Reprint #34-04

S

tep right up ladies and gentlemen! Who wants
to challenge the reigning heavy weight
champion of the pharmaceutical world? This is
a tough call for any new product, in any category.
So who wants to go head-to-head with Viagra?
The ultimate pharmaceutical mega-brand: a
blockbuster drug, with a superbly executed global
campaign, an urban legend. According to Blair
Waite, Viagra is now the world’s 2nd most
recognized brand name, after Coca Cola.
You would have to be crazy.
Speaking at EyeforPharma’s “Successful Product
Branding in Pharma” conference in London, UK on
23 March, 2004, Blair Waite, Brand Manager,
Global Marketing for Eli Lilly and Co., told how they
rose to the challenge.
Waite doesn’t look crazy. Not brash, not even overconfident. Just exceptionally competent, in an
almost understated manner that just adds to his
credibility. So do the sales figures.
Strike one, strike two … home run!
The branding effort started four years ago, and
Cialis only went to market last year. Even with
three years preparation, there remains much to do,
says Waite. The inevitable turnover in staff roles
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during this period means that there is a constant
need to keep the brand alive and vigorous.
The way Waite tells it, they were two strikes down
and the bases were loaded. No, it’s not drastically
more effective; no, its side effect profile isn’t
significantly better; no, you can’t take it with
nitrates. Oh, and the only real functional
differentiator: the long half life—doctors hate that.
Wait a minute, was that three strikes or four?
But Waite’s emotional insights research paid off.
The trial patients loved the product, they didn’t
want to stop. Why? The extended period of
effectiveness gave them back their spontaneity,
their intimacy, instead of having to worry about
when to take the (little blue) pill and how long
before it wore off. And doctors listen to their
patients.
Recent head-to-head clinical studies have
indicated that patients prefer Cialis. One study
published in European Urology that showed that
73 percent of men preferred Cialis to Viagra for
treatment of their ED after receiving treatment with
both products (see Von Keitz, A. et al). Another
independent head-to-head trial (What Patients
Prefer and Why - Sildenafil (Viagra) vs. Tadalafil
(Cialis) vs. Vardenafil (Levitra) in a Post-Launch
Real-Life Setting, Symposium presented at 6th
European Society for Sexual Medicine. Istanbul,
Turkey 16th-19th November 2003) also showed
patient preference for Cialis over both Levitra and
Viagra. In this study of 222 participants, 44 percent
preferred Cialis, 32 percent Levitra and 14 percent
Viagra. Of those who preferred Cialis, 96% chose it
because of how long Cialis worked. The 10 percent
of patients who expressed no preference amongst
the trial drugs responded poorly to all three
treatments.
The beauty of this is that the patient benefit is
clearly derived from the (only) unique functional
differentiator. The reps have a wonderfully simple
story to tell. And it works! Sales in Europe are
catching up with Viagra (see CHART below).
WW Market share – the big study
Country
Cialis
Viagra
Germany
29%
53%
Brazil
25%
68%
Italy
29%
57%
Korea
43%
45%
UK
17%
78%
France
38%
52%
Saudi
47%
53%
Australia
40%
52%
Source: IMS Health. IMS MIDAS, Copyright, Jan. 2003
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18%
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After only three months on the U.S. market, Cialis
has already captured a significant share of new
prescriptions, edging out Levitra®, (which was
launched five months earlier) and eroding the
market share for Viagra®. For the week ending
March 12, Cialis captured 18.1 percent of new
prescriptions compared to Levitra’s 15.4 percent,
which still leaves 66.5% for Viagra et al.
Global conception, global input, local
implementation
Waite
involved
country-specific
marketing
managers in the process from the outset, and
allowed them sufficient flexibility to implement the
campaign locally within firm guidelines. The brand
name, the logo, the colors and the formats are the
same everywhere. But the imagery is local. Local
initiatives were tested against defined criteria: Is it
warm? Where is it on the male/female perception
scale? “Keep it masculine, but not macho” was the
message. Be Sean Connery, not Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
How do reps extend the branding?
Branding is the storyteller, says Waite. Doctors are
consumers, too. After the evidence is established,
their decisions are made emotionally. Many of
them are themselves in the 40 – 55 year old target
market for erectile dysfunction drugs. If they aren’t
already sufferers, they generally have strong
empathy for those who are.
You’ve seen them slug it out at the Super Bowl.
Watch those sales figures to see who’s on top,
now.
Pharma Marketing News

according to data compiled by TNS Media
Intelligence, a marketing information firm (see
Table below).
Category
Total Spend
TV
Magazines
Newspapers

Q1Q2 2005
Q1Q2 2006
$2.26 billion
$2.46 billion
$1.46 billion
$1.45 billion
(64%)
($0.84
9%) billion
$0.66 billion
(29%)
(34%)
$0.07 billion
$0.07 billion
(3%)
(2 9%)
What is the pharmaceutical industry getting in
return for this increase? However you look at the
numbers, typical DTC approaches often don’t
deliver the impact they should for the dollars
invested, according to TNSfyi, a product
forecasting and healthcare/pharmaceutical modeling division of TNS Healthcare.
TNSfyi
forecasts
incremental
sales
(ie,
prescriptions) for DTC campaigns and also
evaluates campaigns retrospectively. “We’ve
probably done 400 to 500 analyses of different
DTC campaigns over the years,” says Ken Sobel,
Senior Vice President at TNSfyi.
TNSfyi analyses help their clients
1. decide whether or not it makes sense to use
DTC in support of their pharmaceutical
products,
2. choose the right budget levels for their DTC
programs if it makes sense for them to run
the programs, and
3. calculate the likely returns on investment,
which is a critical issue for them in making all
these decisions.
The Two Most Common DTC Mistakes
The number one DTC advertising mistake that
TNSfyi has seen is in how the overall DTC budgets
are set.

Optimizing DTC
Performance
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #59-02

D

irect-to-Consumer
(DTC)
advertising
spending is increasing despite increased
criticism from politicians and the recent
implementation of PhRMA’s Guiding Principles that
put limits on some forms of advertising to the
general population.
In the first half of 2006, DTC advertising spending
was up 9% compared to the same period in 2005,
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“One the main issues of DTC advertising,” says
Sobel, “is the tendency for companies and brands
to overspend against the opportunities. This is a
natural consequence of how pharma marketing
budget levels are set.”
Sobel
listed
the
following
factors
that
pharmaceutical marketers may use to set the
annual DTC budget in their organizations:
•
•
•
•
•

Reach and frequency criteria
Matching competitive budgets
Recommendation of the agency
Formal analysis of ROI or profit goals
Gut/Other
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“Often, the way brand managers do this is to ask
their advertising agency what the right level is,”
says Sobel. “Or by deciding that they need to
match a key competitor’s budget level, whether or
not it makes economic sense for their own brand.”

lower the return on investment will be. This tells us
that using ROI for determining what the best
budget should be is pretty much a misnomer.”

These days, with the kinds of analytical tools
available to marketers, there is no excuse to make
these kinds of budget errors, claims Sobel.

For example, rumors regarding decreasing return
on investment for TV DTC may very well be true,
but that doesn’t mean that television DTC is not a
wise thing to do. The decline in ROI may be
because TV ad budgets are over inflated.

In Figure 1 (next page), the blue line (round data
points) is the revenue “response curve” for a
sample DTC campaign. Its declining economies-ofscale shape is typical that is, the more you spend,
the less incremental amount of revenue is
generated. (Similar response curve analyses can
be done for other Rx promotional elements,
including detailing, sampling, symposia, etc.)

Another way to look at ROI is to examine the
incremental return on investment. That is, how
much return do we get for the next million dollars
spent? The green line (square data points) in
FIGURE 1 shows the marginal or incremental ROI
of the sample DTC campaign. It signals the point of
maximum profit when it crosses into negative
territory.

Revenue is maximized at the highest feasible
budget. The orange line (without data points) is
profit of the DTC campaign, calculated here as
“revenue – cost.” The shape of its curve—with a
maximum value—is also typical. In this case,
maximum profit is reached when the DTC budget
is about $52 million.

What should be maximized—revenue, profit, or
ROI? For most publicly traded companies, the
answer is profit (not ROI). “From this perspective,”
says Sobel, “it makes sense to continue spending
on DTC until the next dollar spent creates a loss.”

Rev & Profit ($000s)

ROI, which is the profit rate, is maximized at the
smallest feasible DTC budget. “What we’ve
noticed,” says Sobel, “is that for any given product,
the higher your budget is, the greater the
awareness and incremental sales will be but the

“The second most common mistake in DTC
advertising that we’ve seen,” says Sobel, “is going
to market with subpar copy quality despite the fact
that everyone knows good copy quality is
essential.”
At every budget level there is a big variance in the
awareness level achievable depending upon the
copy quality.
Continued on next page…
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“Probably the most common metric of all in DTC,”
says Sobel, “is return on investment or ROI, which
is typically defined as profit divided by budget” The
pink line (triangular data points) is the return-oninvestment (ROI) curve for the sample DTC
campaign.

The Second Mistake
Awareness generation is a critical success factor in
DTC advertising. Awareness is driven not just by
DTC budget, but also by DTC copy quality.
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Figure 1: Promotional Response Curve
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would they be to comply with the
request and write a prescription
for the product,” says Sobel.
Using those two data-collecting
instruments for input, combined
with the media plans that the
company has, TNSfyi applies a
proprietary mathematical model
that allows it to forecast
incremental sales. Generally, the
results are accurate to within
about 10 or 15%.

Figure 2: Copy Quality and Awareness
“Everyone I talk to,” says Sobel, “is adamant that
they will go to market with superior copy or, at a
minimum, normative copy. The sad reality is that
the press of business, the requirement to get to
market quickly, means that DTC campaigns are
rushed into market and all too often do not follow
guidelines to assure that ad copy quality is at norm
or better.”

What If Testing
This technique or tool allows
TNSfyi to do what-if analyses for
their clients and answer what-if
scenario questions. For example,
what if the message was changed
from positioning A to positioning
B? or what if the media mix was
switched from overwhelmingly TV and little print to
more of a balanced expenditure? What would the
incremental scripts be? What would the overall
return on investment be?
“By testing several what-if scenarios,” says Sobel,
“we can help clients design the best programs for
their brands.”

Imagine that to reach a target incremental script
and profit level your DTC campaign must achieve
40% awareness. As the example in Figure 2
illustrates (next page), you can achieve this goal
with a budget of $50MM with normative copy
quality. If you are fortunate to go to market with
copy that is superior—20% over norm—your goal
can be achieved at a budget level of about
$35MM. If, on the other hand, your copy quality is
only 50% of norm, then you will need to spend
about $85 MM to achieve the same goal.

After-the-Fact Analysis.
After a client has already been running a
campaign, they may be interested in learning how
effective it was. They may or may not have done a
projection with TNSfyi or someone else. They want
to find out how much bang for the buck they got. In
those cases, TNSfyi does a careful analysis of
prescription sales on the one hand and how the
sales have been driven by DTC and all the other
channels the client is using to promote and market
the brand.

Forecasting
TNSfyi approaches DTC analyses and modeling
from two directions: (1) Forecasting and (2) Afterthe-Fact Analysis

“We take into account things like detailing,
sampling, medical education and symposia as well
as DTC so we can control for those other
influences on script writing,” says Sobel. “What we
are left with is the portion of scripts that can be
directly attributable to the advertising campaign
being analyzed. Without that careful control of
variables, you can get a very misleading picture of
how effective the DTC campaign was.”

Forecasting typically entails doing a survey of
potential sufferers or people who might
appropriately use the product in question. In the
survey, TNSfyi exposes the subjects to the
message that the campaign would employ.
Subjects are asked directly how likely it would be
for them to ask their physicians about the product
after they have seen or heard the message and
they are aware of the product.
“We also conduct a survey among physicians and
find out from them if an appropriately indicated
patient asked about a specific product, how likely

This retrospective analysis is useful for optimizing
resource allocation for the coming year.
Commitment and Brand Worth
The fyi unit of TNS helps clients see how much
they are going to get from DTC. TNS’s Advertising
and Brand Performance Unit helps clients
Continued on next page…
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understand why that’s the case and what they can
do about it.
“We are very involved in helping clients understand
the DTC spending decisions they have made and
the impact of those decisions around the kind of
media they have chosen to advertise in,” says
David Kweskin, Senior Vice President, Practice
Area Leader, in the Advertising and Brand
Performance Unit of TNS. “We help them
understand where they may be falling down or
where may be doing exceedingly well versus
expectations, versus other brands in the same
category.”
Kweskin focuses on “commitment” to segment the
kinds of users a brand will have and as a measure
of a brand’s worth.
“Satisfaction is a weak determiner of brand worth,”
says Kweskin. “Commitment, on the other hand, is
a whole different animal. We find a strong relation
between commitment and share of wallet or what
the brand is getting out of the total spending in that
category by the consumer” (see Figure 3, below).
In the world of DTC, Commitment means
commitment to one brand over another brand.
Commitment and loyalty are not synonyms. Loyalty
is a behavioral measure, based on past actions. It
is what people have done, such as their purchase
and repurchase patterns. However, “loyalists” are
not necessarily committed because they may
continue on a path simply out of inertia—”it’s what

the doctor gave me”—and not out of conviction.
Loyalty does not predict what a person will do
tomorrow.
Commitment is a psychological measure. It tells
you how people feel. It's about the strength of the
psychological relationship—the bond with a brand.
As a result, commitment is predictive. It lets you
anticipate future behavior, not just a look back in a
rearview mirror.
Committed consumers are attached “at the hip” to
their brand. That means they are far less likely to
pay attention to competitor ads, far less likely to
request another drug of physicians, and far less
likely to ask friends/relatives what they use. In
human terms, they are indivisible soul-mates with
their chosen brands. One can count on committed
customers
to
be
there,
regardless
of
circumstances—“until death do us part.” Moreover,
they will give you as much of their business as they
can. They are willing to pay more, are less likely to
defect, and are active “missionaries.”
TNS and Kweskin define commitment as having
three dimensions:
•

Needs Fit: How do people rate your brand?
How do alternatives compare?

•

Involvement: How important is choice in the
market? How much does choice matter?

•

Ambivalence: How much are people torn
between different choices? Are there many
or few reasons to choose another brand?
Continued on next page…

Satisfaction does not predict behavior

Committed people use client more often
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Figure 3: Segmentation According to Satisfaction vs. Commitment. There is a strong correlation
between commitment and share of wallet.
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“In our system,” says Kweskin, “we develop these
into four main levels of commitment: Entrenched,
Average, Shallow, Convertible. No doubt other
researchers have their own approaches to
commitment.”
Kweskin estimates that less than 20% of users of
an Rx brand are at the “Entrenched” level of
commitment to that brand. Even leading brands
may not necessarily have a hold on commitment
(see Figure 4).
“Using the commitment model that we have
developed,” says Kweskin, “we are able to help our
clients understand how vital it is to the health of the
brand to understand the different levels of
commitment to the brand by users.”
What Drives Commitment?
TNS is able to determine what the key drivers are
that determine what makes one individual more
committed to a brand than another individual. For
example, the attribute “works longer” may be what
distinguishes a committed from an uncommitted
user. Therefore, the advertising should include
messages about this attribute.
If someone is really committed to a brand, he or
she is not really interested in anything else—sort of
like a marriage. This person may not even be
aware of another brand even though it is heavily
advertised and has created great buzz in the
marketplace.
“You have to find things that distinguish the brand
and drive commitment,” advises Kweskin.
Ultimately, it will take users beyond loyalty to a
new level of attachment to their brands that
ensures optimum brand use today and into the
future.
Pharma Marketing News

Other People's Opinion

A bi-weekly podcast. Listen and call-in live online or
download to your iPod!

www.talk.pharma-mkting.com

Maximize DTC
Effectiveness

Understanding
Drivers of Patient
Behavior
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #27-03

I

n her presentation “Understanding Drivers of
Patient Behavior to Maximize DTC Effectiveness,” Sue Ramspacher, Senior Vice President,
Portfolio Management, Market Measures/Cozint,
summarized results of her firm’s 2002 DTC Monitor
study.
DTC Awareness
According to the study, in which 6300 consumers
completed telephone interviews, DTC awareness,
across all disease states, is at a 4-year high. In
2002, with a $2.6 billion DTC media spend, 75% of
sufferers recalled seeing an ad for their condition.
This compares to 74% in 2001 and 71% in 2000
(see Figure 1, next page). In this study, no time
frame was imposed regarding when re-call
occurred.
DTC awareness varied considerably depending
upon the medium. Awareness of TV DTC ads, for
example, was 62%, whereas aware-ness of DTC
ads appearing in magazines was 40%. However,
magazine advertising is more efficient considering
that only 29% of each DTC ad dollar is spent on
magazine ads. For TV, the percentage is 67%. “TV
ads still generate a higher response overall, but in
light of the greater efficiency of magazine ads,
pharmaceutical marketers may want to reconsider
allocation of their media spend,” suggested
Ramspacher.
Perception of Ads and Response
The study also measured perceptions of DTC
advertising by consumers and segmented the
results according to medical condition. The study
asked consumers if they “liked” ads, thought they
were believable, and if the ads were informative
(provided new information about treating their
condition).
When consumers perceive an ad includes new
information, they are much more likely to contact
their physicians. Among consumers who said that
they learned something new from a DTC ad, 39%
contacted their doctors to discuss the featured
medication. In contrast, just 16% of consumers
Continued on next page…
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who said that an ad did not provide new facts
talked to their doctors about the drug.

Although Ramspacher warn-ed that the Internet
data is based on a much smaller sample number
than other sources, she suggested that “the
Internet is becoming a more effective means of
motivating behavior, either alone or in combination
with other media.” Internet DTC ads,
however, need to reach a larger
audience.

Even though doctor contact rates resulting from
DTC exposure increased to 22% this year [2002],

Advertising Awareness
Media Spending (Billions):
$2.6

$2.5

75%

74%

$2.3

It is interesting to note that word-ofmouth endorsements and patient
education materials in doctors’
offices
and
pharmacies–where
trusted third-party endorsement may
be inferred–are also more important
means of motivating consumers to
act than is TV ads. These “out-of-thebox” marketing techniques are
discussed in greater detail in the
article “Out-of-the-Box Marketing:
Does it Work for Pharma?”
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up from 18% in 2001, DTC is not yet
effective in motivating undiagnosed,
at-risk populations to visit their
doctors. Only 15% of undiagnosed
consumers respond to DTC ads by
contacting their physicians (see
Figure 2).

Doctor Contact Rate

Figure 1: Advertising Awareness
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manufacturers, particularly when we
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consider the huge pool of
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0%
Taking
Not Taking
undiagnosed patients in many major
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Undiagnosed
Medication Medication
categories,” according to the Cozint
(n=1499)
(n=3841)
DTC Monitor report. “For example,
more than 50% of osteoporosis,
Figure 2: Doctor Contact Rates: Who Is Coming In.
hyperlipidema and hypertension
sufferers are not yet diagnosed -and that undiagnosed figure balloons to 67% for requested prescriptions was 41%, which
represents a decrease from 47% in 2001 and 50%
depression and 75% for bipolar disorder.”
in 2000. “This declining trend needs to be
Influence of Ad Source
reversed,” warned Ramspacher, “because patients
Doctor contact rates depend upon the source of who request prescriptions are more likely to remain
the ad recall (see Figure 3, next page). compliant.”
Surprisingly, 44% of consumers who were exposed
to an Internet drug ad–either the brand site or Of those patients requesting prescriptions, 55%
other sites–contacted their physicians! This contact received a prescription for the specific brand
rate surpasses that for all other sources of ad requested, 19% received a prescription for another
recall, including TV where the rate was less than brand, and only 26% did not receive a prescription
at all. These results compare favorably with FDA’s
half of the Internet rate (i.e., 20%).
survey of physicians on DTC advertising (see

Continued on next page…
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“Results from FDA Physician Survey on DTC
Advertising,”
PMN,
Vol.
2,
No.
1,
http://www.pharma-mkting.com/news/pmn21article02.html ). This study revealed that doctors
gave prescriptions 75% of the time to patients who
asked for one, and when patients asked for a
prescription for a specific drug, the doctor obliged
57% of the time.

PMN Reprint #27-02

Factors Linked to Higher Doctor Contact Rates:
Source of Ad Recall
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Will It Work for
Pharma?
By John Mack

Doctor Contact Rates
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(n=151)

(n=1209)

(n=326)

(n=495)

(n=2364)

(n=3479)

20%
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Figure 3: Doctor Contact Rates: Source of Ad Recall.
Psychological Factors
Ramspacher went on to summarize the result of
another study that was designed to explore the
psychological factors that drive DTC response.
This study showed that responders differ from nonresponders in terms of health-related behaviors
and treatment characteristics. Responders are
more likely to have condition and treatment-related
concerns (severity of condition, management of
symptoms, and satisfaction with medication), are
more open to making changes in their lives, feel
empowered within the patient-doctor relationship,
and are more likely to already be Rx users.
Non-responders, on the other hand, feel less
vulnerable about their condition, describe
themselves as being more healthy, are more
resistant to possible changes, and are less likely to
ask for what they want in the doctor’s office.
Ramspacher suggested that pharmaceutical DTC
advertisers should first determine if their intent is to
motivate the responder or the non-responder and
then tailor and personalize ads to specific target
audiences to increase interest and motivation to
respond.”
Pharma Marketing News

S

oon after hearing this
presentation
by
Dr.
Richard B. Vanderveer,
Chairman and CEO of V2, Inc., I
“ran out”—actually “moused on
over”—to Amazon.com and
ordered several of the marketing
books that he highlighted in his
presentation. Not one of them
was written by Dr. Vanderveer!
What
Vanderveer
offered,
Richard
however, was to put these
marketing ideas into the context
Vandeveer
of pharmaceutical promo-tions
and pose important questions that pharma-ceutical
market researchers must ask them-selves.
In-the-Box Marketing
To recognize out-of-the-box marketing (OBM)
when you see it, you first need to understand what
in-the-box marketing is. So, to start his
presentation, Dr. Vanderveer presented a simple
equation: In-the-Box Marketing = Positioning +
(Reach x Frequency)
This represents the current era of marketing
thinking, which began some 30 years ago when
books on the subject—such as
“Positioning: The Battle for Your
Mind”—were published by Al
Ries and Jack Trout. “Read
these,”
suggested
Dr.
Vanderveer, “They’re not right,
but you gotta know what wrong
looks like.”
I haven’t read “Positioning” yet,
but according to Trout, the mind
is the ultimate battleground for marketing wars.
Positioning deals with the importance of being first,
starting new categories, repositioning the
competition, and the importance of the name.
Thus, BMW is positioned to be linked to
“drivability”—when you think of driving, the
marketer wants you to think first of BMW and vice
versa. Think safety in the car category and Volvo is
likely to come to mind first. Honda is positioned as
first in reliability.
Continued on next page…
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The other components of the in-the-box marketing
equation—reach and frequency—are simpler
concepts to understand. Frequency relates to how
many times an ad is presented to a single
individual. Reach measures how many different
people are exposed to the same ad.
Thus, the better the positioning, plus the greater
the reach and frequency, the more effective is the
marketing, according to in-the-box thinkers.
“This works for cars—arguably,” contends
Vanderveer. “To what extent does it work for
doctors and patients? Is pharmaceutical marketing
really like cereal or automobile marketing?”
Looming Pharmaceutical Marketing Crises
Crisis #1: Decreasing ROI. Vanderveer presented
trended data from Datamonitor that says
pharmaceutical marketing ROI is falling. In 1998,
for every marketing dollar spent by the top 14 drug
firms, $22 in sales resulted. In 2001, the ROI was
down 23% to $17. As more and more sales
representatives call on the same
number of doctors, ROI will continue to
decline.

prescribing decisions by progressing through a
series of psychological steps, including Attention,
Information, Validation, and Inoculation.
Speaking about attention, Vanderveer showcased
the book “Attention! (How to interrupt, yell, whisper,
and touch consumers…)” by Ken Sacharin. The
author’s premise is that attention is the scarcest
commodity in today’s economy, the company that
optimizes attention wins, and a body of knowledge
exists for optimizing attention.
What Can Cut Through the Clutter?
To
gain
the
attention
of
consumers, marketers must cut
through the clutter. According to
Seth Godin, author of the book
“Permission
Marketing”
(also
recommended by Vanderveer),
“the average consumer sees about
one million marketing messages a
year—about 3,000 per day.”
Continued on next page…

Current in-the-box marketing techniques
such as DTC TV and magazine ads are
“inefficient because of their scattershot
nature. The vast majority of viewers of
such ads are not sufferers of the
condition the drug is indicated for.”
On the physician side, “approximately
two-thirds of detailing visits do not result
in a face-to-face meeting with a
physician,” notes Vanderveer.
Crisis 2: Fewer Blockbuster Drugs. In
the future, billion dollar blockbuster
drugs will be increasingly difficult to
come by. More drugs will be “nichebusters” or “mini-busters” that are
designed to treat narrowly-defined
indications. That’s because more
specific disease mechanisms will be
identified—high
LDL
vs.
general
hypercholesterolemia, for example—and
fewer and fewer people will be eligible to
be treated for approved indications (see
Figure on right). This will have “a
significant impact on
DTC,”
suggested
Vanderveer.
Attention Must Be Paid
Turning his attention to
physician
marketing,
Vanderveer pointed out
that physicians make
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Godin calls the traditional approach to getting
consumer attention “Interruption Marketing.” The
key to each and every ad, contends Godin, is to
interrupt what you are doing in order to get you to
think of something else. The problem, as Godin
sees it, is that “to deal with the clutter and the
decreasing effectiveness of Interruption Marketing,
they’re interrupting us even more!”
Permission Marketing
According to Godin, “every marketing campaign
gets better when an element of permission is
added.” Interruption Marketing fails because it is
unable to get enough attention. Permission
Marketing works by taking advantage of this fact.

the co-author of “Positioning”, is also
co-author of this book. Seems he
has had a change of heart!
Ries contends that marketing
successes owe more to PR than to
advertising and “more often than
not, big advertising budgets are
associated with companies with big
problems.”
FIVE STEPS TO DATING YOUR CUSTOMER
1. Offer an incentive to volunteer
2. Using the attention offered by the prospect,
offer a curriculum over time, teaching the
consumer about your product or service

Consumers are willing to pay handsomely to save
time, which is wasted by Interruption Marketing.
Permission Marketing offers the consumer an
opportunity to volunteer to be marketed to.
Permission Marketing, as Godin sees it, “is a lot
like dating” and he offers these five steps to
“dating” your customer (see box below).

3. Reinforce the incentive to guarantee that
permission is maintained
4. Offer additional incentives to get even
more permission

5. Over time, leverage the permission to

QUESTIONS TO PONDER
With regard to physician marketing by pharmaceutical companies, Vanderveer presented
these thought questions for marketing
research:
•
•
•

How good a job are pharmaceutical market
researchers doing “measuring” physician
attention to drug promotional efforts?
What methodologies are currently used to
measure this attention?
What new methodologies can be
developed?

See Out-of-the-Box Opinion Survey results.

change consumer behavior toward profits

Vanderveer suggested that “sound bytes don’t sell
drugs; stories do.” Stories are what PR is all about.
According to Ries, “To get something going from
nothing [i.e., build a brand], you need the validity
that only third-party endorsements can bring.” This
is the concept of “buzz”—getting people to talk
about your product.
Vanderveer points out that getting doctors and
patients to talk about your product with others is a
different marketing goal than getting them to use
your product. “Word-of-Mouth Marketing” can be
extremely cost effective, especially when you don’t
have to pay for it.
Continued on next page…

Pharmaceutical companies may already be using
some Permission Marketing techniques with
physicians. For example, sales reps often use
incentives to gain access to physicians. These
incentives include product samples, article reprints
(when asked), and free CME programs. However,
as was pointed out in previous articles, other
factors are limiting the ability of reps to
deliver these incentives, including HIPAA
regulations, PhRMA guidelines, and
ACCME guidelines.
Buzz and Word-of-Mouth Marketing
Another problem with advertising is that
it lacks credibility according to a book
Vanderveer recommended, “The Fall of
Advertising & the Rise of PR.” Al Ries,

Pharma Marketing News

MORE QUESTIONS TO PONDER
Vanderveer presented these thought questions
regarding permission marketing to physicians:
•
•
•

How important is Permission Marketing for
pharmaceutical marketing to physicians?
Why?
To what extent is pharmaceutical marketing to
physicians already “Permission Marketing?”
How? Why?
What would we need to change to do a better
job of “dating” this customer?

See Out-of-the-Box Opinion Survey results.
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“Typically,” said Vanderveer, “the kinds of
pharmaceutical products that get the most Buzz
are life-style drugs.” Viagra is a good example. At
first, there was little or no advertising, not even an
official product Web site. There were, however,
perhaps hundreds of stories told in the press and
jokes passed on by e-mail. Remember hearing the
story about how men were caught breaking into
clinics after the original trial ended to steal the stuff
and use it for erectile enhancement! Whether true
or not, these stories created buzz after Viagra was
launched and before a single ad was run or a Web
site was built.
Other drugs that get Buzz are products that treat
cancer or HIV. There is a strong online patient
community that passes stories on, especially
positive stories. A case in point, is the drug
Gleevec, developed by Novartis for the treatment
of Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia (CML). This
drug was approved for sale in the U.S. in May
2001, but the Buzz started much earlier. CML
patients around the world literally were fighting to
get access to this treatment, and they were
pushing for an increase in production and for
further clinical trials. “This has created is a huge
demand in a very short period of time,” said Brian
Druker, MD, who helped develop Gleevec.
If You Don’t Plan to Measure It, Don’t Do It
In conclusion, Dr. Vanderveer warned that “in-thebox market research will not get you out of the
box.” Current market research is not designed to
provide pharmaceutical marketers with details
about physician attention. “Nobody comes to us,”
said Vanderveer, “to measure buzz with
physicians, for example.”
If you don’t ask the right questions, you are going
to get the answers you’ve always gotten. If
Starbuck’s Coffee had asked you “Would you buy
a cup of coffee for $3.50?” before it created the
brand through buzz, surely everyone would have
answered “absolutely not!” Thankfully, for Starbuck
investors, that marketing research never
happened.
Pharma Marketing News

PR

Advertising by Other
Means
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #57-01

K

arl von Clausewitz (1780–1831), Prussian
general and military strategist, has been
purported to have said that war “is merely
the continuation of policy by other means.” If you
look at marketing drugs as a kind of war, then you
might say that public relations (PR) is marketing by
other means. That is, by means other than
advertising, which most people equate with
marketing; ie,
Marketing = Advertising
Longtime marketing strategist Al Ries and his
daughter/business partner Laura Ries (A&L),
however, espouse this definition of marketing:
Marketing = PR + Advertising
(specifically, PR first, advertising second)
“PR first, advertising second. This is the key to
success in today’s marketing arena” is the main
takeaway message of the book, The Fall of
Advertising & the Rise of PR, written by A&L.
At first, I thought A&L’s ideas did
not apply to the pharmaceutical
industry. I was wrong. The
book’s premise is very relevant
to how drug brands are built.
A&L even mention several drugs
including Botox, Viagra, Prozac,
and Vioxx as examples of
products that became worldwide
brands
with
almost
no
advertising. Although some of
these products are heavily
advertised today (or were
advertised in the past before
they were withdrawn from the
market), the advertising only became important
when the brands faced competition in the market.
This fact further supports A&L’s thesis that PR
builds brands whereas advertising defends brands
or reinforces the brand position already
established by the PR.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, marketing a drug
begins well ahead of FDA approval and launch.
While direct to consumer (DTC) advertising is not
allowed prior to approval, PR is not so hobbled.
Continued on next page…
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Hence, as I will demonstrate with specific
examples below, PR comes first in drug marketing,
followed by advertising.

• "Develop Public Education Campaigns to
Increase Awareness," most often of a "medical
condition" for which a drug is indicated

The Many Faces of PR
After many years interviewing pharmaceutical
marketers and writing about pharmaceutical
marketing for this newsletter, I have seldom
thought much about public relations and wrote
even less about it as a marketing tool used by the
pharmaceutical industry. Most of the time,
pharmaceutical marketers talk about DTCA—direct
to consumer advertising—or medical journal ads or
in-office brochures, etc. PR just has not been
discussed much by marketers.

I compiled the above lists from presentations made
at a recent industry conference ("2nd Annual
Pharmaceutical PR & Communications Summit"),
the tagline of which summarizes the three main
functions of PR in the pharmaceutical industry:
"Enhancing Corporate, Brand and Industry Value."
Enhancing brand value is actually what marketing
is all about. Ergo, PR must play a role in marketing
and it is worth exploring here what that role is
using real world examples. Sometimes, as we will
see, the distinction between PR and marketing is
very blurred.

Like most people, I thought the primary role of
public relations was the protector of a company’s
image and the source of corporate/CEO speeches
and press releases. Indeed, PR is used by the
pharmaceutical industry to achieve many of these
traditional PR goals, including to:
• Improve the pharmaceutical industry's
reputation
• Improve a particular pharmaceutical
company's reputation
• Buttress the "Value of a company's Pipeline"—
ie, generate investor interest in the company's
stock
• Aid lobbying efforts ("An Integral And
Necessary Part Of The Lobbying Mix")—ie,
debunk or promote social programs and
legislative actions that will affect the drug
industry (eg. Medicare, consumer directed
healthcare)
• Boost employee morale
• Last but not least, manage a crisis
Merck—to cite a notable recent example of the
traditional use of PR by the pharmaceutical
industry—spent about $52 million in 2005 on its
"Putting Patients First" PR campaign. Most of this
money, however, was actually spent on TV
advertising. A&L claim that “advertising does not
have the credibility to counteract unfavorable
publicity” (see "Patients Come First?" for more on
the credibility of Merck’s advertising campaign).
Marketing Disguised as PR
Public Relations, however, is not just for managing
a company's image and for damage control. In
addition to the above roles, PR is also used to:
• “Clearly Display”—ie, promote—a Product's
Purpose, Benefits and Value
• "Earn"—ie, buy?—Media Coverage For Your
Health Story

The Fall of Advertising & The Rise of PR
In their book, A&L contend that PR is too important
to take a “backseat to advertising.” They claim that
“advertising people sometimes put down the PR
function as a secondary discipline, useful only in a
crisis or perhaps to publicize the latest advertising
campaign.”
Some of the points made by A&L ring true. You
might agree or disagree with what they say. Please
feel free to take the Pharma PR vs Advertising
Survey to give us your opinion.
Advertising Has No Credibility
According to A&L, “you can’t launch a new brand
with advertising because advertising has no
credibility. It’s the self-serving voice of a company
anxious to make a sale.”
I don’t think anybody would argue that most
pharmaceutical advertising lacks credibility. Some
people, including Minnesota Governor Tim
Pawlenty (R), even call DTC ads “silly.” Whether
it’s consumer advertisiing or physician promotion,
lack of credibility dogs the pharmaceutical
marketer.
“PR allows you to tell your story indirectly through
third-party outlets, primarily the media,” write A&L,
whose book was published before the ascendancy
of “consumer-generated content” (CGC), which
includes
blogs, podcasts, wikipedia, and
discussion boards. These have credibility, DTC
ads and sales reps do not. Blogs even rival
traditional media. As one blogger put it, “Are blogs
following the media, or are they becoming the
media?” (see “Let's Talk About Blogs”).
A&L contend that “a sign that traditional advertising
is in trouble is the intense interest in alternative
media.” Lack of credibility of advertising and the
rise of CGC as a credible source of information is
causing a “feeding frenzy” among pharmaceutical
marketers eager to exploit the possibilities.
Continued on next page…
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If only marketers could “commandeer” CGC
channels to deliver marketing messages, then drug
brands would have wings! But only PR can be
effective at inserting positive marketing messages
within the content of these channels (just as PR
has been effective at placing stories in traditional
media channels). Ad agencies can only hope to
place their ads in the margins.
PR First, Launch & Ads to Follow
Do pharmaceutical marketers follow A&L’s advice
and build their brands with PR followed by
advertising? Or do they employ the conventional
approach, which is:
1. Develop a new product
2. Research the new product to make sure it
offers consumers a significant benefit
3. Hire an advertising agency to launch the
product with a “big bang” advertising
campaign
4. Over time, use advertising to build the new
product into a powerful brand
A&L call this Development, Research, Advertising,
Branding or “DRAB” for short. It sounds like a
typical drug launch and brand campaign, right?
Wrong!
The Chantix Case Study
Pharmaceutical marketers follow A&L’s maxim:
“Never run advertising until the major publicity
possibilities have been exploited.” That is, PR first,
advertising second. To illustrate this, let's look at
Chantix, a newly-approved drug for smoking
cessation, brought to the market by Pfizer.
Chantix was approved in May 2006, but as of this
writing in July 2006, the traditional forms of
pharmaceutical
consumer
marketing—ie,
advertising, including direct-to-consumer (DTC)
print and TV ads, web sites, etc.—have not yet
begun.
The product web site (www.chantix.com) is not
"fully operational" and mostly is focused on
collecting names and email addresses of visitors
wishing to receive future information. The majority
of the information on the Web site (other than the
required package insert) is traditional PR material
such as links to the Pfizer and FDA press releases
announcing the approval of the drug.
When A&L speak of PR, they are not talking about
press releases. They are talking about getting the
story of your brand presented by a credible third
party—and the most credible third party source of
information is the media, especially print media
and especially national newspapers such as
USAToday and the Wall Street Journal.
Pharma Marketing News

On July 5, 2006, the Chantix public relations
campaign began in earnest with the publication of
a news story in the Wall Street Journal ("Pfizer
Drug Appears to Help Smokers Quit").
From an advertiser's point of view, the article could
have been more "positive," but from a PR point of
view, it was a knockout. For one thing, the article
appeared "above the fold" on the front page of the
Personal Journal section.
The Wall Street Journal article also featured
Chantix research trial results originally published in
the prestigious Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA) and other medical journals. Of
course, it's not all positive news, which makes it
even more credible. Most of the negative stuff,
thankfully, appears towards the end of the article
where it has less of an effect on the mind.
PR's goal of planting a new idea in the mind—that
Chantix is a NEW and different and more effective
smoking
cessation
product—has
survived
unscathed by the negative vibes that appear later
in the article.
Reaching Somebody Who Counts
The importance of the Chantix article is not its
direct influence on public opinion, but its influence
on other media. The story will be picked up by
other publications and rewritten in dozens of
papers across the country. PR has done its job
according to A&L: it has reached "somebody who
counts,” namely the Wall Street Journal.
Note that more often than not, such stories are
“planted” in the media well in advance of a
product’s approval. An example of this is Acomplia,
a prescription diet pill currently being promoted in
the US prior to its approval and launch.
Acomplia was recently approved in Europe (July
2006) and is expected to be approved in the US by
the end of 2006. Already, however, the press is full
of stories about this drug as well as Alli, a
competing over-the-counter diet pill awaiting
approval in the US.
GSK, the marketer of Alli, launched a Web site to
establish itself as an online weight-loss authority
(see “Question Everything”). The Web site does
not mention Alli. However, the Wall Street Journal
article about the Web site ("Web Site Is a Prelude
To Glaxo's OTC Weight-Loss Pill") does. The
article even played down a major issue of Alli—its
troubling flatulence and anal leakage side effect—
referring to it more euphemistically as
“incontinence.” Could the Alli PR agency ask for
anything better?
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Pro PR
Not all pharma PR, however, is focused on the "lay
public." The most important pharma PR is focused
on the healthcare "professional public." This form
of pharma marketing is so important that it is given
a special name in pharmaceutical circles:
"professional relations." So, we can still call it PR.
To distinguish it from the lay version of PR, I will
call it "Pro PR."
Some forms of Pro PR, such as continuing medical
education (CME), are being taken out of the hands
of marketers and therefore are in danger of being
marginalized. For more on this, see “Could Chill
Kill CME?” and “Trends in Commercial Support of
CME” (Reprint #56-01) in the June 2006 issue of
Pharma Marketing News.
By far the most important form of Pro PR is the
placement of favorable research articles in medical
journals like JAMA, which is to the medical public
what the Wall Street Journal is to the lay public. If
you get an article published in JAMA, not only will it
get to "somebody who counts" in the medical
world—such as key opinion leaders (KOLs) who
influence ordinary doctors—but it also will get to
somebody who counts in the lay world: editors of
print media like the Wall Street Journal (the
Chantix story is an example) and TV news
programs.
The majority of the authors of the three studies
cited in the Chantix Wall Street Journal article
either have done "consulting work or received
honoraria or research grants from Pfizer and other
drug companies, or are Pfizer employees or
shareholders."
That's quite a gamut of drug company interest by
these authors. Obviously, Pfizer has worked hard
and paid good money to employ medical
researchers to get these studies published. This is
a major focus of Pro PR—Publish or Perish!
Advertising As “Cheerleader”
Only when the "new idea" has been planted in the
minds of the professional and the lay public has
the groundwork been laid for traditional
advertising—"cheerleading" as A&L would say
(what they say, in fact, is “What advertising needs
to do is rein in its creativity and get back to
cheerleading”)—to take over. This happens when
the drug is officially "launched" and made available
for sale.
Ads are Expensive, PR is Not
At the beginning of this article I presented quite a
long list of roles that is guaranteed to keep Pharma
PR professionals and agencies flush. One of these
professionals, Ilyssa Levins, president of HCIL
Consulting, wrote a "PR View" column in a recent

Medical Marketing & Media magazine in which she
asks and answers the question: "Why should
marketers allocate more help-seeking DTC
spending to PR?"
Levins contends that a mere $4 million to $6 million
PR campaign ("a drop in the proverbial bucket for
a DTC advertising budget") delivers a "significant
level of disease-state media relations..."
This illustrates another maxim of A&L: Advertising
is Expensive, PR is Inexpensive. “Most companies
spend considerably more on advertising than on
PR,” say A&L, “sometimes by several orders of
magnitude.” Unfortunately, value and price are
firmly linked in the mind—expensive advertising is
perceived as more valuable than inexpensive PR.
PR is particularly effective when used to replace or
supplement traditional “help-seeking” advertising.
Help-seeking
ads
are
communications
disseminated to consumers or healthcare
practitioners that discuss a particular disease or
health condition, but do not mention any specific
drug or device or make any representation or
suggestion concerning a particular drug or device.
These ads are also known as unbranded or
disease awareness ads.
As long as ads do not mention a drug by brand
name, they are not required to include fair balance
information—that is, safety and side effect
information.
PR can generate disease-awareness stories in the
media in which drug barnd names are mentioned
but not the fair balance. That is, since the media
are not regulated by the FDA, these stories do not
have to mention drug side effects. Of course, the
press releases from the manufacturer must include
fair balance information.
One example of how this works can be found in the
erectile dysfunction (ED) drug marketing arena.
Recently, Viagra and other ED drug ads have
returned to TV in the form of disease awareness
ads that link ED to hypertension, diabetes, and
high cholesterol.
The TV ads have only 60 seconds to make the
case. It would be much better to have a trusted
"independent" third party source talk about the
connection. Especially impressive would be an
article devoted to the subject in a major media
publication like the Wall Street Journal.
Was it a coincidence to see the story "Doctors can
use the 'Viagra visit' to screen men for heart
disease" in the Health Matters column of a special
section of a recent issue of the Wall Street
Journal? This has all the signs of a successful PR
campaign that fits hand in glove with the disease
Continued on next page…
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awareness advertising campaign, the purpose of
which is to broaden the use of ED drugs to a much
larger segment of the male population thereby
boosting limp ED drug sales (for more on this, see
"Blockbuster or Ballbuster?").
The premise of the "Viagra visit" article is that
"erectile function" is an early-warning signal for
heart attacks and stroke. This is based on some
evidence, which I can only assume is credible
since it was cited by the Wall Street Journal!
Use of Celebrities
Advertising and PR both use celebrities to help
add credibility to their messages. For Pro PR, the
celebrities are key opinion leader (KOL) physicians
who are employed by pharmaceutical companies
to spread the word about new products, among
other roles that they play. Celebrity actors and
athletes are often used in DTC advertising and
associated PR campaigns.
PR activity associated with arranging and
managing press interviews with key opinion
leaders, celebrities and patients may not be closely
reviewed internally at pharmaceutical companies.
Spokespeople do not have to provide fair balance
and could be “loose canons” as far as oversight by
the PR firm that places them on TV shows.
Spokespeople can say whatever pops into their
heads
and
make
the
most
outlandish
endorsements with impunity a la Tom Cruise. In
addition, when celebrity endorsers in the pay of
pharmaceutical companies appear on TV interview
shows or Web sites, there often is no disclosure
that they are being paid by the sponsor.
Fard Johnmar, author of the blog Healthcare Vox,
contends that "responsible public relations
practitioners inform media about who is sponsoring
a promotional effort and put them into contact with
company spokespersons, upon request."
In a perfect world media would be informed about
paid endorsements. That, however, is not the
problem. Media also have to disclose the
endorsement. So, we have two parties that need to
voluntary do the right thing! The probability of both
parties doing the right thing in the absence of
agreed-upon industry guidelines is very low.
What Does "Buy" Mean?
Do public relations practitioners "buy" media
coverage. Take the following quiz: PR "buying"
media coverage is most like which of the following:
(1) Buying search words on Google
(2) Buying lunch for physicians in exchange for
sitting in at a detail
(3) Buying an ice cream cone

The answer is (2).
In the same way that sales reps used to "buy"
physician prescribing before AMA and PhRMA gifts
to physicians guidelines were implemented, PR
practitioners "buy" media coverage.
Of course, no physician worth a nickel would ever
admit that he changed his prescribing habits just
because he got a free lunch or a free pen. But gift
giving
must
be
effective—pharmaceutical
companies still spend a fortune on promotional
items for physicians!
Similarly, no reporter will write a favorable story
just because he/she was wined and dined at a
press conference. What about taken out to a fancy
dinner? Golf outing? Significant other included?
How much of this goes on? We don't know. That's
why I say PR is cloaked in a “mystery wrapped
inside a riddle.”
Traditional
pharmaceutical
advertising
and
marketing is much more transparent and pharma
marketers are restrained from using such practices
by laws, regulations, and industry guidelines. I
don't know of any such regulation of PR marketing.
Other “Stealth” PR Practices
There are other PR practices that influence how
pharma products are portrayed in the media and
that can be said to be “stealthy.” An example is the
Video News Release (VNR), which is a technique
whereby a video or radio program is produced,
edited and distributed to local and national
television, radio stations and cable networks
(collectively, "media outlets") by PR firms.
As reported by the Center for Media and
Democracy, “According to a 2002 survey by DS
Simon Productions (a leading VNR producer and
the creator of the Abraxane package), 88 percent
of TV stations use VNRs from medical,
pharmaceutical and biotech corporations in their
newscasts, and 82 percent of stations used more
VNRs that year than the year before” (see “Doctor
Doctor, Give Me the News”).
“The advantages that healthcare VNRs have over
traditional advertising are numerous,” points out
the Center for Media and Democracy. “For starters,
they're much cheaper to produce. A top-quality
VNR can be created and distributed for less than
$30,000, and could score a comparative ad value
in the six-figure range if it gets airtime in multiple
metropolitan markets.”
Often, a TV or radio station airs VNRs without any
editing or acknowledgement of the source.
“Furthermore,” points out the Center for Media and
Democracy, “the FDA restrictions on healthcare
VNRs are still fairly loose. Unlike advertisements,
Continued on next page…
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VNRs aren't required to be submitted for advance
FDA approval. Even if federal regulators did have a
problem with the facts or claims presented in a
news release, by the time they issued a complaint,
the VNR would be long out of rotation.”
Johnmar says “whenever I sent out a VNR I always
noted who was paying for it—even if it was
sponsored by a pharma company providing funds
to a non-profit. Now, did the media always say that
it was sponsored by the pharma company OR the
non-profit? Not very often. Now, is that my fault for
putting out the VNR, pharma company spin or the
media not highlighting information that was placed
on the media alert, VNR, press package AND
pitch? I don't think so.”
A simple solution to this problem would be to
include text at the bottom of each VNR that
identifies the source, similar to the station ID/logo
seen in the lower right-hand corner of many TV
programs. That way, the station cannot cover up
the source and portray the VNR an unbiased news
story that it created.
Should Pharma PR Be Regulated?
If PR is advertising by other means, shouldn’t it be
regulated by the FDA just as advertising is? No,
because that would raise substantial first
amendment (free speech) issues. The FDA is
already being challenged on free speech grounds
for limiting “commercial free speech” (ie,
advertisements). For the FDA (or any other
government agency) to limit what media can say
about drugs is clearly a violation of the first
amendment and should not be tolerated.
A case, however, could be made for self-regulation
by PR professionals in order to protect the
credibility of the media communications developed
through PR efforts.
Johnmar says "While one may argue that
regulation is inadequate, the public relations
profession isn’t completely free from scrutiny."
Johnmar points out that “public relations materials
are assessed by internal pharmaceutical legal and
regulatory teams, just like all other promotional
items and fair balance must be included in all press
releases mentioning a study, drug or device.”
This is true. Any communication by a
pharmaceutical company, including press releases,
that mentions a drug name must include fair
balance information. However, there are several
PR practices that require some “Guiding
Principles” reminiscent of PhRMA’s Guiding
Principles for DTC Advertising. I just mentioned a
few such practices above.

No Guiding Principles = Possibility of Stricter
Regulation
The problem is that we do not live in a perfect
world where business people always do the right
thing—hence the existence of industry guidelines,
ethical standards, and, as a last resort,
government regulation.
There is very little transparency let alone regulation
of pharmaceutical marketing that disguises itself as
PR. “In many cases,” says Johnmar. “we rely on
the media to practice due diligence, but there is
little transparency in the relationship between
journalists and PR pros.”
Advertisers may push the envelope, but PR people
are way out of the envelope!
PR is an important component of pharmaceutical
marketing, albeit one that is “cloaked in a mystery
wrapped in a riddle” in the sense that not nearly as
much attention is paid to the "good, bad, and the
ugly" aspects of PR marketing as there should be.
Where is the PR industry's "Guiding Principles of
DTC PR Marketing?"
Online Comments
The following comments on PR as a form of
marketing were received via the PHARMAMKTING online discussion group and Pharma
Marketing Blog.
Comments from Gopalkrishna Iyer, a member of
the PHARMA-MKTING online discussion group:
Yes! Spin doctors are having a greater role in
marketing of products.
This, primarily, is happening because of the
higher levels of clutter that exists in the
mindspace of doctors. Marketers are having to
resort to more creative (???) ways of getting
their message across and making it stick.
As put rightly in your post, "enhancing brand
value is actually what marketing is all about"
and one does put every idea to use in order to
achieve that brand value.
So, whether one calls it "Patient Education"
"Disease Awareness" "Disease Mongering"
"Patient scaring" or PR, one must not forget
that such media stories have always been part
of the pharma marketers' arsenal. The hype
created on so many vaccines, cholesterol,
HRT etc. are classic examples.
However, in today's poverty stricken times (in
terms hugely distinct advantages of new
molecules and in terms of price pressures)
marketers are increasingly covering up gaps in
communication, creating pressure groups,
Continued on next page…
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winding up patients towards their brands and
magnifying less significant aspects of disease
and therapy through PR.

that believe their work is so pure and
unspoiled. Those who came from the
marketing ranks know otherwise.

It is the sign of our times, very much similar to
the "gamesmanship" we witness in the sports
arena. It is only such drama that has the power
to add much needed value to a brand. It is as
ethical or unethical as sponsoring a clinical
study and then publishing it, or sponsoring a
CME on a topic of your advantage over
cocktails and dinner.

The bottom line is that this is the next frontier
for the FDA, the OIG and everyone else. Talk
about off-label promotion, anti-kickback, etc.
etc.
Just watch...Genentech, Pfizer, Amgen will get
hit first. They are the ones who use PR to a
greater extent than others - or should I say
abuse it.

The greatest influencer of prescriptions still
remains the good old scientific data from pre
and post marketing clinical trials. The
fundamental four of Efficacy, Safety,
Convenience & Cost are what finally matters to
the physician and patient.
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To think that physicians would change their
prescribing habits because of newspaper
articles or television programs would be
simplistic, both, from the marketers' point of
view and the observers'. Yes! it will have some
favourable impact on the brands it seeks to
indirectly promote, and that can only be
achieved by a long and sustained campaign. I
also agree that PR can accelerate the
marketing process and help maximise sales.
Well executed communications do have the
power to inspire, to motivate and trigger action.
PR can also bring issues out of the closet
(Erectile dysfunction) and result in brands such
as Viagra become dictionary words.
Whether such PR should be brought within the
purview of the ethics committees is another
issue
altogether.
Finally,
marketing
communications is all about creating
meaningful reasons to use your product(s).
Anonymous Blog Comment:
The apologists for PR are doing a great job in
trying to justify their deeds and cast them in a
very positive way...surprise.
I have been involved in pharma marketing for
over 20 years and wholeheartedly agree with
those who believe PR is no more than a front
for marketing. Everything PR does has an
ulterior motive. Supporting the local heart
foundation, using patient spokespeople,
media-training thought leaders, are all a
means to an end...an end that cannot be
distinguished from the usual marketing and
sales stuff.
There are many people who have been
involved in PR their whole lives and have
never touched marketing; those are the people
Pharma Marketing News

Pharma Marketing Blog
“Causes regular eye-rolling, yet you
keep reading.”
A “Must Read” Blog for Insiders. -Wall Street Journal
“First, let me say I am a fan. Great
writing, great humor, real insight.
You do valuable work and this is
applause.”
www.pharmamarketingblog.com
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Ducks in the
Henhouse

The Challenges of
Integrating Direct
and Brand
Advertising
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #42-01

T

here are two kinds of marketers—brand
marketers and direct marketers. At least that
is how Jon Roska, CEO & Chief Creative
Officer of Roska Direct, a Montgomeryville, PA
direct advertising agency, sees the world. The
question is, Can they work together to provide
pharmaceutical clients with the best of both
worlds? Roska explores this question in “Ducks in
the Henhouse: The Challenges of Integrating
Direct and Brand Advertising,” a short
monograph/booklet based upon a PowerPoint
presentation he has honed over the years.
According to Roska’s analogy, brand marketers
are hens (i.e., chickens) and direct marketers are
ducks and both vie for the attention of the farmer
(i.e., pharma client).
Brand Advertising vs. Direct Advertising
It probably comes as no surprise to readers that
there is conflict in the world of ducks and chickens.
Reading the book reminded me a bit of Orwell’s
Animal Farm—but in that book the animals are
trying to overthrow the farmer whereas in Roska’s
book the animals compete for the farmer’s
attention and largesse. Pharma marketers—
whether on the farm or in real life—have only one
trough to feed from and money to feed the ducks
ultimately comes out of the mouths of the chickens.
We’re talking about real money here. Roska
estimates that more than 50% of all marketing
spending in the U.S.—about $155 Billion—now
goes to direct response marketing.
The chickens aren’t taking this sitting down and
they have tried various strategies to compete with
the ducks, including assimilation. But before we get
to that, let’s define what makes a “chicken” a
chicken and a “duck” a duck.
Brand Marketing
The American Marketing Association defines a
brand as “a name, term, design, symbol, or any
other feature that identifies one seller's good or
Pharma Marketing News

service as distinct from those of other sellers.”
Roska, however, prefers the way Walter Landor,
who helped create and develop such famous
brands as Coca-Cola, defined a brand as a
“promise.” “By identifying and authenticating a
product or service, it delivers a pledge of
satisfaction and quality.”
Direct Marketing
Direct marketing, on the other hand, is broadly
defined by the Direct Marketing Association as
“any direct communication to a consumer or
business recipient that is designed to generate a
response in the form of an order (direct order), a
request for further information (lead generation),
and/or visit to a store or other place of business for
purchase of a specific product or service (traffic
generation).”
“Direct seems so clinical,” says Roska, “while
brand seems to have an aura about it.”
Using the analogy of a farmer as the client, Roska
explains that brand advertising sells the reputation
of the farm, whereas direct advertising sells the
products the farm produces. Put this way, it seems
that there should be room for both chickens and
ducks to do their thing on the farm, but it doesn’t
often work out that way.
Can a Duck Work for Chickens?
What’s life on the farm like for chickens and ducks
these days? The chickens—brand marketers—
seem to have it made. They are up in the barnyard
having a great time, partying
their brains out and getting all
the big accounts. This makes
some ducks jealous and wish
they could join the chickens in
the henhouse. “There's nothing
as sad as a duck, trying to be a
chicken,” say Roska. But
ducks—even those trying to be chickens—
invariably ask questions like, “How do we know if
this campaign is successful?" and "What's the ROI
on this program going to be?”
These sorts of questions about measuring
effectiveness of advertising don’t sit well with
chickens, according to Roska. Nevertheless,
sometimes chickens realize they need a duck—
especially when their clients start asking about
“relationship marketing.” They may take a duck to
meetings with clients and the duck will say all the
right things to convince the client that he or she will
finally be getting some duck advertising. But back
at the coop, the chickens stifle the duck and
continue to produce chicken advertising.
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How About a Chicken in Duck Clothing?
“The worst thing I have seen happen, due to the
increase in demand of duck advertising,’ says
Roska, “is ‘the chicken in duck clothing’.” He
explains how it happens:
The chicken's client keeps hearing about duck
advertising. He reads about testing and database
marketing, customer relationships and targeting,
but he really doesn't understand it. So he goes to
his chicken agency and says he wants to
implement a duck advertising campaign. The
chickens freak out, because this means that the
client wants readable results; he wants a
projectable return on investment!
The chickens aren't going to lose this account to a
bunch of dirty ducks, so they make their move.
They grab one of their chickens, who has been
displaying duck tendencies and they dress him up
like a duck. They have him read a copy of Seth
Godin's, "Permission Marketing" or Stan Rapp's
"Maxi Marketing" and trot him out in front of the
client.
About a year later, after several millions of ad
budget has been pissed away, the client realizes
that the chickens have pulled a fast one on him
and he calls in a team of real ducks.
So What’s Wrong with Chicken Advertising
Anyway?
Brand advertisers build awareness and they
promise their clients that if they sell the brand
successfully, product sales will follow. The problem
is many selling points often fall between the lines,
according to direct marketers like Roska. Clients
sometimes wonder also if the chickens are making
ads for themselves in order to gain recognition in
the advertising world (e.g., awards).
Viaduct? What Ducks Say
Ducks say that the farmer shouldn’t be selling the
farms’ image—he should develop an ongoing
relationship with his customers and “bring the
brand to life.” Ducks point out the obvious—what
products the farm has to offer, what the products
can do for the customer, and where to go get them.
Just to make sure this is understood, ducks explain
it three different ways to customers!

“If you’re not doing all of the above,” says Roska,
“you’re just mailing advertising.”
Fusion Marketing
The future, according to Roska, is a merger of both
brand and direct marketing. Clients want to know
which half of their advertising works—they want
accountability. “Direct marketing,” suggests Roska,
“is the half that works.” But what is really needed is
a “fusion” of brand and direct marketing.
The purpose of Roska’s book is not to teach brand
and direct marketers how to work together. Rather,
Roska suggests that ducks need to apply branding
techniques to their own work for clients—become a
fusion agency.
Why couldn’t brand agencies embrace direct
marketing techniques and also become fusion
agencies? For one thing, claims Roska, brandtrained people fear confidentiality issues and fear
to use relationship marketing lest they violate
privacy laws. Direct marketers, on the other hand,
have a lot of experience with privacy issues and
have learned how to work within the law and take
advantage of the benefits of relationship marketing
(see article on Optas in this issue).
PMs Need DM Education
“Fifteen years ago,” quips Roska, “pharmaceutical
marketing executives would tell me, ‘Jon, a direct
marketing agency will never be an agency of
record at a pharmaceutical company.’” Today,
Roska Direct is the agency of record for several
major pharma companies and direct marketing is a
chunky slice of most pharma marketing pies.
You would think, therefore, that pharmaceutical
product managers would be trained in the
techniques of direct marketing. Unfortunately, this
may not be the case. Roska says that only about
10% of 4-year business school programs teach
direct marketing and product managers have no
educational experience in this field.
Pharma Marketing News

Roska suggests that if you answer “yes” to each of
the following questions, you’re a duck:
1. Do you test?
2. Is your advertising accountable?
3. Do you project ROI?
4. Do you use databases?
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cDetailing

Addressing the DTC
Education Gap
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #48-01

C

onsumers want in-depth information on how
drugs work, how they affect their bodies and
who should take them. Up until now,
pharmaceutical companies have attempted to fill
this need through DTC advertising on TV and in
print. It is now apparent that traditional DTC
advertising is not up to the task. The result is a
consumer education and communications gap,
which must be closed if the industry hopes to
regain the public’s trust.
Recent DTC guidelines drafted by PhRMA and
several pharmaceutical companies pledge to
address this problem by focusing more on patient
education and disease awareness. Pfizer, for
example, promises to “invest a meaningful
amount”—on par with what it spends on a branded
advertisement campaign—to create non-branded
ads such as disease-awareness ads and
compliance ads.
The industry also recognizes that it needs to do a
better job communicating the science behind its
products. Kenneth Frazier, Merck’s general counsel
said “We are learning as we go along about how
best to present evidence to juries composed of lay
people.” Pfizer has also pledged to fund research to
find ways to further improve risk communication
and apply what they learn to DTC advertising.
cDetail vs. eDetail
In contrast to consumers, physicians receive
excellent scientific/medical education programs
supplied or sponsored by pharmaceutical
companies. Increasingly, this is delivered online by
companies such as Medsite, which is a leading
eDetailing and eCME provider located in New York
City. Now Medsite is poised to do the same for
consumers online.
Steve Smith, Editor-in-Chief of Medsite, has
reengineered his company’s eDetailing line to
create engaging interactions crafted around
effective methods to engage, inform, and educate
adults. Now he has tapped this experience to
design the company’s first Consumer Detailing
(“cDetailing”) product, which is a novel rich-media
online consumer disease education and drug
information program. “The cDetail,” says Smith, “is

focused on changing knowledge and behavior
through effective online engagement.”
Yahoo! for Reach and Targeting
In June, Medsite announced that it will partner with
Yahoo!, a leading provider of online products and
services to consumers, to deliver pharmaceuticalsponsored cDetails to 120 million monthly U.S.
consumer users across all of Yahoo!’s properties.
“Medsite was the clear choice for the content side
of this partnership,” said Jack Barrette, Yahoo!’s
category development officer for Health and
Medicine. “They are clearly the folks doing this for
the longest time and have the best understanding
how to engage an adult in a linear learning
conversation online that allows them to interact and
leave with a better understanding of the topic.
Yahoo!’s differentiator is that we can target and
reach about 70% of the online audience against
any health condition. If, for example, there are 9
million diabetes sufferers online at any given time,
we can find 70% of them on Yahoo! through our
demographic, behavioral, and purchase-based
targeting tools.”
Information Prescription
The cDetailing product will enable pharmaceutical
marketers
to
bring
deeper
educational
programming to consumers via rich-media
advertising—such as embedded animated or video
segments—and also give them access to drug and
health information that had previously only been
available to physicians. “The best partner a
physician can have,” said Smith, “is an informed
patient.”
“A cDetail is a five to seven minute informational
and educational program that a physician could
prescribe to a patient at the office visit, or that a
pharmacist can give to the patient when they get
the prescription filled, or that a patient can find as
they are surfing through Yahoo! online,” said
Sundeep Bhan, CEO, Medsite.
The idea of doctors “prescribing” information may
be catching on. In the UK, for example, doctors are
encouraged to recommend "self-help" books to
patients with mild depression. In 2003, the state of
Georgia and the National Library of Medicine
implemented a Health Information Prescription pilot
program through which doctors use customized
prescription pads to point patients to first-rate
online health information in NLM's MedlinePlus
database.
Pharma e-Marketing at Tipping Point
Medsite, Yahoo!, and many other pharmaceutical
marketers are optimistic that the pharmaceutical inContinued on next page…
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Figure: Physicians who prescribe prescription medications to their patients will also be able to prescribe cDetails
like the above to support their goals of informing patients about effective disease management techniques while
encouraging them to be compliant with their medication schedules. Medsite’s cDetails encourage patients to “get
their hands on” information about their disease and its treatment to overcome compliance obstacles. On Yahoo!,
rich media technology allows consumers to view a condensed version of the cDetail without leaving the Yahoo!
page.
dustry will be allocating a larger piece of the
marketing pie—the “secret sauce”—to online
advertising.
This optimism is based on several indicators. First,
recent industry guidelines that include moratoriums
on TV DTC advertising do not apply to the Internet.
These same guidelines place more emphasis on
disease-awareness and better explanations of risks
and benefits. “The Internet is the best place to
really educate consumers and give them more
learning than advertising,” said Bhan.
The industry is also cutting back on TV DTC
advertising and most experts think that Pharma will
shift ad spending from TV to the Web. The 2004
DTC Industry Checkup—a survey of industry
executives—concluded:
“The
majority
[of
experienced industry marketing executives] will
dramatically decrease spend on mass media in
2005, turning instead to e-marketing and other
patient relationship media.”
Such a shift makes sense on many levels. For one
thing, consumers are turning away from TV and
going to the Internet more and more for credible
health information. According to a poll sponsored
by the Medical Broadcasting Company, 42% of
respondents state that online health information is
trustworthy compared to 16% for “offline” media like
TV, newspapers, radio and magazines.
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“Product managers need to look at their ‘secret
sauce’ for media allocation,” said Barrette, “and ask
if they are really reaching their customers where
they are spending time. Even a 10% shift away
from TV to the Internet will allow a pharma
marketer to dominate online with those kinds of
dollars.” The instantaneous mass reach of TV is a
fairly unique proposition. Yahoo!’s goal is to “catch
the folks that get interested from TV and continue
the conversation,” according to Barrette.
Bhan estimates that a typical 6-week cDetail
campaign will expose at least 50 million people to a
cDetail on Yahoo!, depending on the budget; 3-5
million of those will view a “mini-detail” on the
Yahoo! page and as many as 300K - 500K will
complete the full educational experience.
Targeted and Engaging
A cDetail on Yahoo! is essentially presented as an
unbranded condition awareness and educational
ad, which can be linked to a brand preference.
That’s possible because it is a fully functional web
experience rather than a banner ad, for example.
Such rich media advertising was not available until
a year or two ago.
“Because there’s no limit to the depth of the
engagement we can have with the consumer on
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Yahoo!,” said Barrette, “we can move someone
from condition awareness to brand preference in
the same conversation.”
According to Barrette, between 5% and 9% of
online users that see a fully-functional rich media
ad—in this case, a condensed version of the
cDetail—engage with it. That is, they open it up and
in some way interact with the advertisement. Five
to nine percent interaction rate is extremely high,
much better than direct mail, but also literally
multiples of the typical 0.2% clickthrough rate for
non-rich media equipped banner ads. “This
translates into millions of people engaging with the
message compared to 100,000 monthly visitors to a
good drug.com site,” said Barrette.
DTC guidelines call for delivering drug ads to the
appropriate audience. Lilly, for example, promises
that all Cialis TV ads will be aired during programs
that have more than 90 percent adult viewership.
They would also want the same ability to target ads
to the appropriate audience on the Internet.
Yahoo! has a whole suite of targeting tools that
allows advertisers to find the right audience on the
Yahoo! web site. Demographic and geographic
targeting is possible because about 70 million
Yahoo! visitors are registered. Basic registration
data like zip code and age can be used to geo or
demo target an ad. “Through demo targeting
pharma advertisers can reach tens of millions of
visitors on a daily basis,” said Barratte.
The
next
level
is
behavioral
targeting.
Anonymously, Yahoo! can monitor visitor behavior
on the site and target condition-specific or brandspecific messages to folks who demonstrated an
interest, say, in diabetes. Yahoo! can monitor
search behavior, clicks on advertisements about
diabetes, news stories about diabetes, and
participation in newsgroups about diabetes. This
anonymous bucket of visitors would then be served
ads related to diabetes.
“The Medsite vision,” according to Smith, “is an
informed patient and an informed physician
dialoging together working from the same base of
information. We think our cDetail product is a big
step in the right direction.”
Pharma Marketing News
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